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Abstract

Scientific discovery in biomedical optics has traditionally been driven by the search
to see smaller structures, i.e. to increase resolution in order to render the invisible
visible. Purely optical methods can achieve the highest resolution of any imaging
technique, but they are strongly limited in penetration depth due to photon
scattering in tissue, which hinders visualization of biological processes in opaque
and thicker specimens. Over the past decade, scientists have been addressing this
limitation with the innovative method of multispectral optoacoustic tomography
(MSOT), which relies on the absorption of short laser pulses in tissue and the
subsequent generation of ultrasonic waves. The method thus combines the strong
optical contrast of both endogenous and exogenous absorbers in tissue with scalable
acoustic resolution and penetration depth.

In the present work, an optical microscopy system is combined with MSOT to take
advantage of the high resolution of optical microscopy and the high penetration
depth of MSOT. This hybrid approach allows the visualization of developmental
processes in model organisms such as zebrafish (Dario rerio) over longer lifespans
that are not accessible by purely optical techniques, and may become useful for
imaging cancer development, tissue regeneration and metabolic disorder. The system
described in this thesis is based on single plane illumination microscopy (SPIM),
which has recently become a state-of-the art light sheet microscopy technique due to
its high speed and hence low photo-toxicity. The combination of SPIM and MSOT
for this work is based on a broad illumination wavelength range that allows the
visualization and spectral di�erentiation of endogenous and exogenous absorbers
in deep tissue. The MSOT-SPIM system in this work is applied to the imaging
of genetically expressed labels such as the green fluorescent protein in developing
zebrafish with high resolution and sensitivity. As another promising approach to
further boost the contrast in optoacoustic imaging, a second part of this thesis
describes the work on reversibly switchable fluorescent proteins. A custom-made
spectrometer built for this thesis enables the characterization of these proteins
in optoacoustics, which can be a further step toward high resolution imaging of
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biological processes at imaging depths unaccessible to optical microscopy. These
proteins may be useful contrast agents for the hybrid MSOT-SPIM system developed
in this work, as well as for other optoacoustic imaging systems in use.
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1 Introduction

Scientific advances have traditionally been driven by the discovery of new laws. The
discovery of new laws such as Newton’s gravitational laws or Maxwell’s fundamental
equations in electrodynamics have not only altered our understanding of the universe,
but they also had tremendous impact on our daily life, yielding a vast range of
applications that nobody at the time could have imagined. At the same time,
another major driving force in science has traditionally been the development of
tools. For example, the invention of the telescope finally allowed the refutation of
geocentrism, leading to the Copernican revolution. The development of the first
microscope enabled the discovery of the microscopic world, including bacteria and
beyond [1].

The human desire to see the unseen and the importance of the findings have
led to tremendous progress in the development of microscopic tools. Mankind’s
search to see smaller and smaller structures by applying optical methods has led to
tremendous progress in the field of optical microscopy and led to indispensable tools
such as confocal and two-photon microscopy. These techniques rely on using an
aperture to backscattered light outside of the focal plane. For centuries, however, the
resolution of these tools has been limited by Abbe’s criterion, which was regarded
as defining physical limitation for more than 100 years. This limitation has only
recently been overcome by the invention of super-resolution microscopy techniques
such as near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) and stimulated emission
depletion (STED) microscopy [2, 3].

In the same way as scientists have worked to see even smaller structures, they
have also struggled to see deeper into living organisms. However, because of
scattering, purely optical microscopy methods cannot image deeper than 1 mm
without chemical clearing [4]. This physical limitation has led to the discovery of
novel contrast mechanisms which allow imaging beyond the depths that can be
achieved using purely optical methods. These contrast mechanisms include the
absorption of X-ray radiation, the reflection of ultrasonic waves, or the detection of
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radiowaves emitted by oscillating atomic nuclei in a strong magnetic field (magnetic
resonance imaging, MRI). The absorption of X-ray radiation is applied as a tool
in clinical diagnostics in both planar imaging and computed tomography (CT).
However, all these non-optical imaging approaches have several drawbacks compared
to optical imaging [5]. X-ray radiation exhibits poor contrast in soft tissue and
is strongly ionizing, which can cause genetic damage and thus cancer and other
disorders. Ultrasound imaging is a state-of-the art imaging modality in clinics:
it can reveal morphological details even deep within tissue, since tissue weakly
scatters ultrasound. However, ultrasound imaging provides mediocre resolution
and poor contrast. This limitation is due to its dependence on strong acoustic
impedance mismatches, such as at the interface of tissue and bone. MRI allows
deep anatomical tissue imaging with strong contrast and also functional imaging
of e.g. brain activities, but it typically exhibits resolutions of ≥ 1 mm and is cost
intensive.

All these drawbacks of the methods mentioned show the need for a novel imaging
contrast mechanism for microscopic applications that can uniquely combine strong
contrast with penetration depths not accessible by purely optical methods. Recently,
this niche has been addressed by a novel imaging approach: optoacoustic (OA)
imaging (also referred to as photoacoustic imaging). This innovative technique
relies on the absorption of short light pulses that cause thermal expansion in the
sample, which then contracts and thereby generates an ultrasonic pressure wave. In
this way, the method combines the strong optical contrast based on the absorption
of light with the deep penetration depth of ultrasound imaging. Strong endogenous
absorbers in biological tissue such as hemoglobin, melanin, waters and lipids can be
used as sources of contrast depending on the illuminating wavelength. Furthermore,
the method is highly scalable, allowing either high resolution based on optical
focusing or penetration down to depths of 7 cm [4,6].

In biological and medical research, state-of-the-art optical microscopy such as con-
focal microscopy, two-photon microscopy or single plane illumination microscopy
(SPIM) are fundamental tools for scientific discovery. Microscopic tools are particu-
larly important when addressing developmental biological processes (morphogenesis)
in model organisms such as the fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster), zebrafish (Danio
rerio) and mice [7]. Recently, zebrafish have become workhorse in the scientific
community, due to abundant brood, low cost and easy accessibility to all develop-
mental stages [8]. Consequently, zebrafish have become a model for cancer research,
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metabolic disorders, immunology and tissue regeneration [9–13]. It has become a
wide-spread organism for drug testing and toxicity testing on specific organs [14].
These studies rely on thin and transparent zebrafish larvae while older specimen
cannot be used because they are opaque and consequently not accessible to purely
optical methods. In this way, zebrafish remain unexploited as a model for studying
long-term progression of disease or long term e�ects of drugs. Chemical clearing
can render model organisms transparent, but it is restricted to ex vivo applications
due to its high toxicity.

To overcome these limitations, next-generation microscopy tools are needed to be
able to track the whole zebrafish development from larval stage to adulthood. SPIM
has already successfully demonstrated its value in fast, high resolution, volumetric
microscopic imaging of zebrafish in the larval stage [15], such as for imaging of the
beating zebrafish heart in vivo [16]. As a source of contrast, specific structures of
the fish are genetically labeled with fluorescent proteins (FPs) such as the green
fluorescent protein (GFP). In contrast to focal spot scanning in confocal and two-
photon microscopy, the light sheet illumination used in SPIM allows fast imaging
and thus vastly reduces photobleaching within the sample. This is particularly
important for a hybrid imaging approach, when the sample is illuminated multiple
times for multi-modality data acquisition. In contrast to purely optical microscopy,
optoacoustic tomography provides high-resolution imaging at unprecedented depths
in juvenile and adult zebrafish when the animals have grown opaque and too thick
for optical methods. Optoacoustic imaging of juvenile and adult zebrafish has
already been demonstrated in several publications, but so far these images have
been limited to two-dimensional sectional images [17–20], their resolution has been
compromised by limited view detection [21], or they have not imaged genetically
labeled structures deep in the fish [22], such as with GFP [17] and eCrimson [19].
Furthermore, the image quality in terms of resolution and contrast remains to be
improved. For deep optoacoustic imaging in zebrafish, the main endogenous source
of contrast is the strong absorbance of light by melanin, blood, water and lipids
[23,24].

1.1 Thesis objectives

With all the potential demonstrated in previous research, the objective of this thesis
was to develop such a novel hybrid microscope combining SPIM with optoacoustic
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tomography and to overcome the limitations of each modality in tracking the whole
zebrafish development from larval stage to adulthood. A first proof of principle
demonstrator combining SPIM and optoacoustic imaging was published by our
group by Lin et al. [25], however this demonstrator did not exploit the depth
imaging potential of optoacoustic imaging techniques. It could not not provide
volumetric 3D images and did not demonstrate any imaging of genetic labeling with
optoacoustics. In contrast to the previously published hybrid modality, the novel
system described in this thesis is based on a tomographic optoacoustic approach in
order to achieve the maximum imaging depth while maintaining high resolution.
Furthermore, the goal is to obtain three-dimensional, volumetric hybrid images
of the fish and to volumetrically demonstrate the detection of genetically labeled
structures with fluorescent proteins such as GFP at unprecedented imaging depths.
The tomographic approach for optocoustics is initially based on linear transducer
arrays that record a high number of projections for high quality imaging. The
multispectral illumination provided by the system allows multispectral optoacoustic
imaging and subsequent spectral di�erentiation of endogenous absorbers such as
melanin, hemoglobin and lipids. Further development of the system led to a switch
to single-element detectors for increased sensitivity.

In the second part of this thesis, a hybrid absorption-optoacoustic spectrometer
is developed to characterize reversibly switchable fluorescent proteins (rsFPs) to
further increase the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) in optoacoustic imaging. When
applied as genetic label in biological organisms, these proteins can push the CNR
up to a factor of ≥ 50 by either di�erential on- and o�-switching or temporal
unmixing schemes [26,27]. Based on the characterization provided by the hybrid
spectrometer, these proteins can become a useful tool for increased contrast in the
hybrid MSOT - SPIM system and other optoacoustic imaging modalities.

1.2 Thesis outline

This thesis describes the design and development of such a novel hybrid imaging
tool combining SPIM and optoacoustic tomography. First, this thesis describes
the theoretical background of optical microscopy methods based on the defining
interaction mechanisms between photons and tissue. These interaction mechanisms
can be summarized by scattering and absorption (chapter 2). Moreover, the
principles of optoacoustic imaging and various approaches of optoacoustic imaging
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systems and their technological implementation are discussed. Chapter 3 describes
the hybrid SPIM and optoacoustic tomography system that was further developed
as part of this thesis. It describes in detail the SPIM and optoacoustic system based
on linear transducer arrays, its implementation and multiple applications such
multispectral optoacousctic imaging of water/lipid contrast in zebrafish. Chapter 4
describes the next-generation implementation of the system based on single-element
transducers, which exhibit a higher sensitivity compared to array detectors. Chapter
5 deals with a newly developed hybrid absorption and optoacoustic spectrometer
that is used to characterize reversibly switchable proteins. These proteins can
further increase the CNR in optoacoustic imaging by using temporal unmixing
schemes. Finally a conclusion is given in order to demonstrate how both the hybrid
MSOT-SPIM system and the hybrid absorption-optoacoustic can create impact
in biological discovery by means of high-resolution in vivo imaging at depths not
accessible to purely optical microscopy.





2 Theoretical background

Optical tools have had a tremendous impact on biomedical research and medical
treatment in the past decades. For example, the development of optical based
techniques such as super-resolution microscopy [2, 3] has been paradigm changing
in microscopy by overcoming the Abbe limit, stating that no structure beyond

⁄
2NA of the incident light beam can be resolved. Also, the invention of optical
coherence tomography (OCT) has revolutionized ophthalmological imaging and
led to tremendous benefit to patients as a tool in clinical diagnostics [28,29]. All
these advances in research and clinical applications are based on a few physical
interaction mechanisms of light and biological tissue. These fundamental interaction
mechanisms can be roughly classified by scattering and absorption principles [30].
In this chapter, the principles of interaction mechanism between light and tissue
are discussed. Furthermore, the fundamentals of microscopy, in particular SPIM
are presented as well as the principles governing optoacoustic imaging approaches.

2.1 Light propagation in tissue

When biological tissue is irradiated by a photon, the light particle is either scattered,
transmitted (only in transparent tissue at the respective wavelength) or absorbed
[31]. Scattering also includes processes such as reflection, di�raction and refraction
which can be summarized simplistically as certain form of scatter [30]. As an
example, the body of zebrafish larvae younger than 7 days post fertilization (dpf)
is mostly transparent for the human eye (i.e. in the visible wavelength range from
400 - 700 nm), but it exhibits numerous opaque melanin pigments. When fully
illuminated at a wavelength of e.g. 500 nm, a high share of the incident photons is
transmitted through the body, whereas another part is scattered on small internal
structures and the last share is absorbed, mostly by the strongly absorbing melanin
pigments on the fish surface. Figure 2.1 illustrates the interaction mechanisms
between photons in the visible range and the zebrafish larva body.
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Figure 2.1: Interaction mechanisms of photons in the visible range with biological
tissue.

In contrast, adult zebrafish at the age of about two months appear opaque to
the human eye, due to the strong optical extinction in the fish, which is based
on scattering and absorption. Thus, practically no photons pass through the fish
without scattering and only very few photons pass through the fish at all due to
the strong absorbance of numerous tissue components.

2.1.1 Scattering in biological tissue and implications for imaging

As introduced by this illustrative example, transparency or opacity of biological
tissue strongly depend on the thickness of the sample and the composition of
the tissue components. The defining characteristics of transparency or opacity
of biological tissue components can be described by the sum of the individual
extinction coe�cients µe of each tissue component, which is composed by the
scattering coe�cient µs and absorption coe�cient µa:

µe = µs + µa =
ÿ

Ns‡s +
ÿ

Na‡a (2.1)

where ‡s, ‡a (cm2) correspond to the individual cross sections for each scatterer and
absorber respectively and Ns, Na are the number densities (cm≠3) for all scatterers
[5].
However, since the absolute photon extinction depends on the sample thickness,
the exponential attenuation of an incident photon flux I0 as a function of the
penetration depth z can be explained by Beer’s law:

I = I0 · e≠µez (2.2)
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Generally, scattering can be categorized into elastic and inelastic scattering, where
a photon collides with a particle without or with energy exchange respectively.
Elastic scattering in biological tissue is based on the inhomogeneous polarization
densities in tissue (Rayleigh scattering) and microscopic index variations. Rayleigh
scattering takes place when the colliding particle is small compared to the photon
wavelength. The cross section of the particle is then inversely proportional to the
photon wavelength [5, 30].

‡Rayleigh Ã 1
⁄4 (2.3)

Furthermore, photons are scattered isotropically in all directions with equal proba-
bility in Rayleigh scattering processes. In contrast, Mie scattering takes place when
the particle size is similar to the photon wavelength and scattered photons usually
propagate in the forward direction.
Inelastic scattering processes in biological tissue can be summarized by Raman
scattering, where an electron is excited to a virtual state and a photon of a higher
or lower energy is released immediately. The di�erence in wavelength / energy
between the incident and the emitted photon is referred to as Stokes or anti-Stokes
transition for lower or higher energy of the emitted photon, respectively. Brillouin
scattering corresponds to the creation of an hypersonic wave after optical excitation
[32]. In tissue, however, the scattering coe�cients for inelastic scattering are orders
of magnitudes lower than those of elastic scattering [30,33].
Scattering in turbid media such as biological tissue is defined by the level of disorder
of the microstructure of the medium, which shapes its macroscopic transparency
or opacity. This can be characterized by two important properties of photons
propagating in the turbid media, the mean free path (MFP) and the transport
mean path (TMFP). Whereas the mean free path is reciprocal to the extinction
coe�cient

MFP = 1
µe

(2.4)

the transport mean path is defined as the reciprocal to the reduced scattering
coe�cient µ

Õ
s = µs(1 ≠ g) and can be written as [4]:

TMFP = 1
µÕ

s

(2.5)

The anisotropy factor g denotes the degree of forward scattering, which can be
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expressed as g ¥ 1 for highly forward scattering and g ¥ 0 for isotropic scattering
[34]. In biological tissue, g is typically between 0.8 and 1. Furthermore, the mean
path length is defined as the mean total distance a photon has propagated through
the medium [35]. This magnitude has recently received attention in the scientific
community, since it has been shown to be invariant of the microsctructure for
homogenous and isotropic illumination, only depending on the surface structure
and thickness of the medium. The mean free path of a photon in biological tissue
is ≥ 100 µm. The e�ect on photons scattered in tissue can be visualized by the
scattering profile for photons as a function of penetration depth on a logarithmic
scale. Figure 2.2 illustrates the classification of photon propagation in tissue in four
regimes, which define the corresponding level of scattering [5, 36]: First, photons in
the ballistic regime broadly keep their general direction - thus this range is defined
from the point of entry of the photon into the medium up to the aberration limit or
the MFP [4,5]. With increasing anisotropy of the photons, the quasi-ballistic regime
is defined for propagation depths z, with MFP Æ z Æ TMFP . At propagation
depths deeper than the TMFP, photon di�usion strongly increases up to depths of
≥ 5 mm in the quasi-di�usive regime and subsequently the di�usive regime.

Figure 2.2: Regimes of scattering in biological tissue. Adapted from [36].

Optical microscopy techniques are strongly limited by scattering, thus the maximum
penetration depth is given by the di�usion limit at 1 mm [6]. In fact, backscattered
optical signals are already weak and the imaging depth is usually lower.
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2.1.2 Absorption in biological tissue

Interaction mechanisms of photons with matter

The interaction mechanisms of photons with molecules along the whole electromag-
netic wavelength spectrum include several physical principles which depend on the
energy of the incident photon. This goes along with Einstein’s famous equation
E = hf which demonstrates the higher energy of high-frequency/short wavelength
electromagnetic waves. The interaction mechanisms of electromagnetic waves with
matter can be categorized by their respective energy levels. From lower to higher
energies, these mechanisms can be summarized by molecular rotation, vibration,
molecular vibration, electron excitation, ionization, Compton scattering and pair
production [37]. Table 2.1 gives an overview of the interaction mechanisms and
their respective wavelength range / energy level.

Mechanism Wavelength range Energy level

Molecular rotation Microwave µeV - meV
Molecular vibration Infrared meV - eV
Electron excitation Visible eV
Ionization Ultraviolett 3eV - 120 keV
Compton scattering Low X-ray 120 - 1022 keV
Pair production X-ray, gamma Ø1.022 MeV = 2mec2

Table 2.1: Interaction mechanisms of photons with matter depending on the energy
of the incident photon [38].

Since the objective of this thesis only deals with the interaction of photons in the
visible and near-infrared range with biological tissue, this section only focuses on
the corresponding mechanism of electron excitation. For information on the other
processes, the reader is referred to [5,37,39]. The electron excitation process and the
subsequent relaxation can be explained using Jablonski diagrams, which illustrate
electron excitation and corresponding relaxation mechanisms in molecular orbitals
(figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Jablonski diagram explaining electron excitation and possible relaxation
mechanisms. Adapted from [5,36,40].

When a photon in the corresponding energy range is absorbed by a molecule,
an electron of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is excited to the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) [40,41]. Consequently, the electron
relaxes via non-radiative energy release to the lowest energy level of the LUMO
within picoseconds. Subsequently, it then returns to the HOMO via radiative or
non-radiative energy release within several nanosecond and then to the ground state
within picoseconds. Radiative relaxation involves emission of another photon of
lower energy, which is a process named luminescence. It can be further categorized
into fluorescence or phosphorescence, depending on the electron’s life time in
the excited state [5]. Fluorescent relaxation happens in the timescale of several
nanoseconds, after vibrational relaxations named inner conversion of the electron
in the LUMO state. Phosphorescence takes place after intersystem crossing to an
excited triplet state and is typically in the scale of milliseconds. The emitted photon
in both relaxation processes has lower energy than the excitation photon due to the
vibrational relaxations before and after the fluorescence or phosphorescence emission.
The resulting di�erence in wavelength is referred to as Stokes shift [42]. In case of
non-radiative relaxation, the energy is converted into kinetic energy of the molecule
which corresponds to a local temperature increase from a macroscopic perspective.
For a su�cient number of incident photons and molecules, a pressure wave is
generated which can be detected as optoacoustic signal The detected optoacoustic
signal is thus composed by the vibrational relaxations within the LUMO and the
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non-radiative relaxations from the LUMO to the HOMO [40]. The detailed process
of the pressure wave generation is explained later in this chapter. Furthermore, as
explained in the section about scattering, the electron can be excited to a virtual
state with immediate relaxation and emission of a photon (Raman scattering). In
that case, the emitted photon can be of higher or lower energy than the incident
photon, depending on the initial vibrational energy level of the electron in the
HOMO state. Again, the di�erence in wavelength is referred to as Stokes transition
when the emitted photon is of lower energy. In case of higher energy, the di�erence
is referred to as anti-Stokes shift [5].

Absorption and its use as contrast mechanism

Based on the di�erent energy gaps between the ground and the excited state as
well as di�erent vibrational and rotational levels, molecules exhibit distinct levels
of absorption for each incident wavelength in the respective energy range (for
electron excitation, visible and near-infrared). Over su�ciently broad illuminating
wavelength ranges, this allows to spectrally distinguish between di�erent molecules
that absorb in the electron excitation range and the absorption spectrum of the
molecule can be regarded as its respective “fingerprint”. In biological tissue, the
most predominant absorbers in the visible range are melanin and oxygenized and
de-oxygenized hemoglobin, in the near-infrared region lipid as well as water [23,36].
Figure 2.4 shows the absorption spectra of these predominant tissue components.
As can be seen, the absorption coe�cient of melanin and hemoglobin in the visible
range (400 - 700 nm) is stronger by approximately two orders of magnitude than
the one of other tissue components such as lipid and water. Thus, hemoglobin and
melanin are the main sources of endogenous contrast. However, melanin is usually
strongly localized e.g. in the skin or on the retina, thus it is usually not a major
source of contrast in deeper layers of biological samples [23].
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Figure 2.4: Spectra of the prevalent absorbers in biological tissue: Oxy and deoxy
hemoglobin, melanin, lipids, water. Data from [43–46].

Strong exogenous sources of contrast include nanoparticles, organic dyes and
fluorescent and non-fluorescent proteins [23,24,47]. Nanoparticles such as golden
nanoparticles can be particularly designed to generate strong optoacoustic signals
but so far they are restricted to preclinical imaging [23, 48]. In contrast, organic
dyes such as indocyanine green (ICG) and methylene blue can be injected into
the sample or the patient as exogenous source of contrast in vivo even for clinical
applications. Fluorescent proteins such as GFP have however the unique ability to
be genetically expressed at specific regions of the specimen, thus allowing to be used
as a highly accurate source of contrast for in vivo optical microscopy [49,50]. The
key characteristics of FPs are their respective absorption and fluorescence emission
spectrum, which restrict the illuminating wavelength range for imaging applications.
The absorption and the emission spectrum are however mirrored, due to the Stokes
shift between the incident and the emitted photon based on vibrational relaxation
which takes place before fluorescence relaxation [42]. The di�erence in energy of the
incident and emitted photons can thus be directly seen in the shift of the absorption
and emission peaks of the respective spectra. As an example, figure 2.5 illustrates
the mirrored absorption and emission spectrum of eGFP (enhanced GFP) and the
corresponding Stokes shift.
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Figure 2.5: Mirrored absorption and fluorescence emission spectra of eGFP (en-
hanced GFP) and the corresponding Stokes shift. Data from [51].

The FPs used in fluorescent microscopy however usually exhibit a high quantum yield
(QY), thus a high share of the incident energy is transferred into the fluorescence
relaxation pathway and not available for non-radiative relaxation. For example,
wild-type GFP has a QY of about 77 %, the widely-used eGFP exhibits a QY of 60
% [52,53]. Thus both GFP and eGFP only exhibit weak photoacoustic generation
e�ciency (PGE). Hence, to detect fluorescent proteins like GFP in optoacoustics,
either high pulse energies in the illumination or a high acoustic detection sensitivity
are needed. However, genetically labeled FPs such as eGFP have already been
successfully used as sources of contrast in optoacoustic imaging [17,54,55].

2.2 Optical microscopy imaging principles

In the previous section, the influence of scattering and absorption on light prop-
agation was discussed. These two factors limit light propagation in biological
tissue and also determine the current limitations of optical microscopy techniques.
The two major characteristics of any microscopic imaging modality are resolution
and penetration depth, which allow the classification of contemporary microscopic
imaging systems.
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Figure 2.6: Classification of microscopic imaging modalities (excluding super-
resolution modalities). FMT: Fluorescence molecular tomography, OAM: Optoa-
coustic mesoscopy, OCT: Optical coherence tomography, OPT: Optical projection
tomography, SPIM: Single plane illumination microscopy, TPM: Two-photon mi-
croscopy. Adapted from [4,6, 29,36].

As illustrated in figure 2.6, purely optical microscopy techniques such as two-photon
microscopy and confocal microscopy can achieve the highest resolutions up to the
di�raction limit of ≥ ⁄/2, however their penetration depth is strongly limited
by scattering and absorption. On the other hand, modern imaging modalities
like fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT) and optoacoustic mesoscopy do
no achieve the same resolution, but can penetrate deep into tissue up to depths
of several cm [4, 6]. In this section, the principles of the predominant optical
microscopic imaging modalities and their applications are briefly explained.

2.2.1 Confocal microscopy

Conventional (fluorescence) microscopy methods are large a�ected by backscattered
light that is emitted from out of focus planes. This changed dramatically when
the first confocal microscope was introduced by Minsky’s patent [56]. The basic
idea of a confocal microscope was to block any out of focus backscattered light
by a pinhole. With this approach, not only the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
image can be improved, but also the resolution is subsequently only limited by the
diameter of the focal spot of the incident light beam. Thus, the di�raction-limited
resolution df for the confocal microscope is limited by the numerical aperture (NA)
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of the objective and the wavelength ⁄ of the light beam [57,58]:

df = 1.22 ⁄

NA
(2.6)

Confocal microscopes are usually based on laser illumination due to high monochro-
maticity and throughput e�ciency. The implementation of confocal microscopes
can vary e.g. by sample scanning, beam scanning or by spinning discs [57, 58].
Applications are often based on fluorescent labels attached to antibodies applied to
cells. Thus, one major limitation is the strong photobleaching of the fluorescent
sample in the focus of the illumination beam. In general, the application range
of confocal microscopes is strongly restricted by the sample thickness. Depending
on the diameter of the microscope’s pinhole, the depth of focus is either short for
small pinholes thus limiting the imaging depth. Larger pinholes allow to image
deeper at planes below the focus, which however generates more fluorescent signals
from planes below the focus and can consequently be seen as uniform glow on the
images [59].

2.2.2 Two-photon microscopy

The strong limitation to thin fluorescent samples in confocal microscopy has been
overcome in the early 1990ies by introducing nonlinear illumination techniques
such as two-photon microscopy [60]. The main principle of two-photon microscopy
is based on the generation of a fluorescent photon by absorbing two photons
that exhibit the double wavelength instead of one single photon at the respective
absorption maximum of the fluorescent sample. The absorption of the two-photon
is usually driven by pulsed laser illumination within ≥ 0.5 fs and consequently
requires high repetition rates for the illuminating lasers [61]. Due to the higher
wavelengths, the excitation usually takes place in the near-infrared (NIR) region
from typically 700 - 1000 nm, the fluorescent emission usually remains in the
visible spectrum for samples labeled with typical fluorescent proteins such as GFP
and mCherry. The NIR illumination has three major advantages: Scattering in
the NIR region is much weaker (⁄≠4 dependence for Rayleigh scattering which
is dominant in biological tissue, see equation 2.3) than in the visible range, thus
allowing higher penetration depths. Second, photobleaching within the sample
is weaker for incident photons at lower energy. Furthermore, in contrast to the
continous-wave (CW) illumination in confocal microscopes, the short laser pulses in
two-photon microscopes are spatially confined, so that absorption only takes place in
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the focus [57], which allows to axially adjust the focal spot position. Consequently,
by scanning in three dimensions, two-photon microscopy can achieve penetration
depths that can exceed 1 mm [62]. As a drawback, the time consuming scanning in
three dimensions limits the imaging field of view. Two-photon microscopy can also
be extended to three-photon excitation with excitation wavelengths at typically
1600 - 1800 nm [63]. In addition, microscopic techniques based on second- and
third-harmonic generation have been demonstrated. These modalities exploit the
electron excitation to a virtual state and immediate relaxation. However, second-
and third-harmonic generation imaging techniques require samples with structures
at dimensions that are in resonance with the incident excitation frequency [61,63].

2.2.3 Optical coherence tomography

Optical coherence tomography is another innovative imaging approach that has
been able to overcome penetration depth limitations of conventional and confocal
microscopy systems. In turbid media like biological tissue, OCT can achieve
penetration depths up to 1 - 2 mm [64]. The technique relies on an interferometric
imaging approach with low-coherent light where the backscattered signal from a
biological sample and the reflected light from a mirror are brought into interference
[28]. First imaging approaches where demonstrated in retinal imaging, however
the method can also be used as microscopy tool in order to enhance the depth
information of confocal microscopes [65]. In contrast to confocal or multiphoton
microscopy approaches, the technique only relies on backscatter of light and not
on absorption and subsequent fluorescent emission due to its intrinsic need for
low-coherence between the sample and the reference arm. It can consequently not
be used for imaging of labeled biological structures of interest. Nevertheless OCT
remains a powerful tool for anatomical imaging [4].

2.2.4 Optical projection tomography

The previously mentioned 3D optical imaging techniques (confocal microscopy,
two-photon-microscopy, OCT) all exhibit high resolution, the penetration depth
in biological tissue however remains limited to a maximum of 1-2 mm [61,64]. In
contrast, optical projection tomography (OPT) has demonstrated imaging depths
of up to 15 mm while maintaining the resolution at 5 - 10 µm [66]. The method
is based on detecting transmitted light through a chemically cleared sample that
is embedded in agar and rotated over 360¶. The recorded projections are then
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combined to a 3D image volume with mathematical algorithms. The mathematical
algorithms vary. The first OPT system introduced by Sharpe in 2002 was based on
a basic back-projection similar to that in X-ray CT. However more advanced forms
of back-projection algorithms have been introduced since then [67]. OPT scans can
be performed in two di�erent ways, either by illuminating the sample and measuring
the absorption or by measuring the transmitted light/the emitted fluorescence from
the sample [68]. The latter is also referred to as fluorescence molecular tomography
and will be discussed in the next subsection. The main limitation of OPT is the
requirement for chemical clearing of the sample in order to reduce scattering and
to render the sample partially transparent. Thus, its application range is restricted
to ex vivo measurements for thicker samples. Thin, transparent samples like young
zebrafish larvae < 7 dpf can however be imaged in vivo.

2.2.5 Fluorescence molecular tomography

Fluorescence molecular tomography is based on the same principles like fluorescence
OPT with the di�erence of using point-sources for illumination and di�erent
reconstruction models [4, 69]. The illumination through a point source leads
to higher resolution in turbid media [70]. The method has been improved by
implementing mathematical forward models including scattering as a parameter
and been referred as mesoscopic fluorescence tomography [71]. Consequently, in
vivo imaging is possible at penetration depths not accessible to OPT.

2.2.6 Single plane illumination microscopy

Single plane illumination microscopy (SPIM) which is also referred to as selective
plane illumination microscopy is another optically sectioning fluorescent microscopy
technique that enables fast, volumetric 3D imaging at high resolutions [72]. The
basic concept of the technique relies on optical sectioning of the sample from
two sides by a light sheet in the focal plane of the objective. The light sheet is
created by focusing the beam on an aperture with a cylindrical lens. The sample is
consequently linearly translated through the light sheet, the generated fluorescence
signals are detected orthogonally to the illumination with a camera (see figure 2.7).
The major advantage of SPIM is the fast scanning in only one dimension, which
strongly reduces the photobleaching of fluorophores in the sample compared to
confocal or two-photon microscopy [73].
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Figure 2.7: Scheme of a typical single plane illumination microscope. The sample
is embedded in an agar cylinder, which is translated through the light sheets towards
the camera using motor stages. The top arrow indicates the scanning direction. The
camera consequently detects the generated fluorescence signals at each scanning
position, so that a volumetric image stack is acquired after the scan.

SPIM setups are usually able to perform the linear translation scans at multiple
angular rotations. The acquired dataset at multiple rotation angles can subsequently
be reconstructed into a multi-view dataset to compensate for the worse axial
resolution in the scanning direction and to improve the imaging depth [74,75]. The
image fusion is usually based on the use of fluorescent beads (typical diameter of 10
µm). More details on SPIM and relevant implementations and hybrid approaches
will be discussed later.

2.3 Optoacoustic imaging principles

As discussed previously, optoacoustic imaging has the ability to “go deeper”than
purely optical microscopy [4]. The method relies on the absorption of light and
subsequent non-radiative relaxation. The optoacoustic (photoacoustic) e�ect is
generally defined as the generation of ultrasound waves by a thermal expansion
mechanism based on the absorption of electromagnetic radiation [76–78]. In other
words, when energy is deposited on an absorber, fast thermal expansion and
contraction of the absorber generates an acoustic pressure wave.
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Figure 2.8: The optoacoustic e�ect: when short light pulses are absorbed, the
energy is converted into heat and acoustic pressure waves are generated.

2.3.1 Optoacoustic signal generation

The optoacoustic e�ect can mathematically be explained by a wave equation that
can be derived from the generalized Hooke’s law (eq. 2.7) and the equation of
motion (eq. 2.8) [5]:

Ò · z(r,t) = ≠Ÿp(r,t) + —T (r,t) (2.7)

fl
ˆ2

z(r,t)
ˆt2 = ≠Òp(r,t) (2.8)

where the vector z corresponds to the spatial displacement and p to the generated
pressure at a location r and time t. T denotes the temperature, fl the medium density,
— the thermal coe�cient of volume expansion and Ÿ the isothermal compressibility
which is defined as:

Ÿ = Cp

flvsCv
(2.9)

where Cp and Cv correspond to the specific heat capacity at constant pressure and
constant volume as well as vs to the speed of sound, respectively.
By applying the divergence on 2.8, we obtain:

fl
ˆ2

ˆt2 (Òz(r,t)) = ≠Ò2p(r,t) (2.10)

Hence, inserting the generalized Hooke’s law 2.7 yields:
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A

Ò2 ≠ ˆ2

ˆ2t

B

p = ≠ —

Ÿvs

ˆ2

ˆt2 T (r,t) (2.11)

Now, the temperature can be substituted by the thermal heat function, which
describes the thermal energy per time and volume deposited by the illumination.

flCv
ˆ2

ˆ2t
T ≠ –thÒ2T = H(r,t) (2.12)

where –th corresponds to the thermal di�usivity [5]. In thermal confinement, the
heat conduction Ò2T can be neglected. This requirement is fulfilled, when the
illumination time is much smaller than the thermal relaxation time ·th which can
be expressed mathematically by:

·th = d2
c

–th
(2.13)

This means that the time for the heat propagation in the sample needs to be much
higher than the actual illumination time. Furthermore, the condition of stress
confinement needs to be taken into account. Stress propagation can be neglected
when the illumination time is much smaller than the ratio ·r between the diameter
of the absorber dc and the speed of sound vs.

·r = dc

vs
(2.14)

Consequently, the wave equation for the photoacoustic e�ect can be written as [77]:

A

Ò2 ≠ ˆ2

ˆ2t

B

p = ≠≈
ˆ

ˆt
H(r,t) (2.15)

with the dimensionless Grüneisen parameter which is defined as:

≈ = —

ŸflCv
= —v2

s

Cp
(2.16)

Analogously to point-source problems in electrodynamic, the photoacoustic wave
equation can be solved with a Green’s function ansatz for an infinite medium:
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G(r,t; r
Õ,tÕ) = ”(r ≠ r

Õ,t ≠ tÕ)
4fi|r ≠ rÕ| (2.17)

Which can be interpreted as a point source emitting a spherical wave. By inserting
the Green’s function, one obtains:

p(r,t) = —

Ÿvs

tÕ⁄

0

dtÕ
⁄

V

G(r,t; r
Õ,tÕ)ˆ2T (rÕ,tÕ)

ˆtÕ2 dr
Õ = (2.18)

= —

4fiŸvs

tÕ⁄

0

dtÕ
⁄

V

”(r ≠ r
Õ,t ≠ tÕ)

|r ≠ rÕ|
ˆ2T (rÕ,tÕ)

ˆtÕ2 dr
Õ (2.19)

and consequently for tÕ = t ≠ |r≠rÕ|
vs

p(r,t) = —

4fiŸvs

⁄

V

1
|r ≠ rÕ|

ˆ2T (rÕ,t ≠ |r≠rÕ|
vs

)
ˆtÕ2 dr

Õ (2.20)

This is the forward solution of the photoacoustic wave equation, which describes
the pressure propagation as a function of temperature change. Hence, light /energy
deposition must change as a function of time, which can be technically achieved by
either short laser pulses or fast modulated light sources. The stronger the heating
flux per unit time, the stronger the pressure wave. Since the pressure wave is
proportional to the temperature change, OA ’signatures’ of the heat function can
be measured [79]. This can be emphasized by replacing the temperature change
with the thermal heat function (eq. 2.12):

p(r,t) = —

4fiCp

⁄

V

1
|r ≠ rÕ|

ˆH(rÕ,t ≠ |r≠rÕ|
vs

)
ˆtÕ dr

Õ (2.21)

Likewise, the volumetric expansion of the absorber volume V during optical excita-
tion can be expressed by [5]:

dV

V
= ≠Ÿp + —T (2.22)

In thermal and stress confinement, the volumetric expansion dV/V ¥ 0. With the
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temperature T expressed as a function of the optical fluence Õ and ÷th corresponding
to the percentage of heat conversion,

T = µaÕ(r)
flCv

(2.23)

the initial pressure p0 can be rewritten as

p0 = —T

Ÿ
= µa÷Õ

ŸflCv
(2.24)

Hence, the initially generated pressure p0 can thus be written with the Grüneisen
parameter ≈ (2.16) yielding [5]:

p0 = µa≈÷thÕ (2.25)

Using the relation between the heat function H and the optical fluence Õ,

H = µa÷thÕ (2.26)

finally yields the relation for the initial pressure as a function of the heat function:

p0 = ≈H (2.27)

Optoacoustic signal generation of a point-like absorber

As an example for a simplified case of the pressure generation by an absorber, the
wave generation by a spherical point-like absorber is discussed here. Since the
pressure generation is radially symmetric, only the radial propagation along the
radius r needs to be taken into account. By applying equation 2.19 to a spherical
absorber of radius R, one finally obtains [5]:

p(r,t) = r + vst

2r
p0(r + vst) + r ≠ vst

2r
p0(≠r + vst) + r ≠ vst

2r
p0(r ≠ vst) (2.28)

Consequently, the pressure p(r) is split into three terms of interest, depending on
the radial distance from the source r in respect to the pressure wave propagation
vst and the distance: a converging term towards the center (1), a diverging term
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that is generated by the converging term (2), and a further converging spherical
wave (3) [5]. Hence, equation 2.28 and its frequency content can be computationally
simulated in Matlab.

Figure 2.9: Simulated optoacoustic signals based on equation 2.28 generated by
spherical absorber at various diameters measured at a distance of 500 µm from the
center of the sphere. a) Time-domain signals, b) Frequency-domain signals. Adapted
from [5].

Figure 2.9 a), shows the optoacoustic signals of three spherical absorbers with
a diameter of 10, 50 and 100 µm respectively. As can be seen in the figure,
smaller structures absorb less energy and consequently generate shorter and weaker
optoacoustic signals scaling with the diameter of the sample. Furthermore, the
main lobe of the frequency spectrum of spherical absorbers is symmetric around
their central frequency (see figure 2.9 b). Again, the smaller the sphere, the shorter
is the generated pulse, which increases the generated central frequency and the
frequency bandwidth.

2.3.2 Sound propagation in tissue

One of the major advantages of optoacoustic imaging compared to purely optical
techniques, is the weak scattering of ultrasound in comparison to light scattering
in tissue, which is about three orders of magnitudes weaker [6]. Since biological
tissue consists ≥ 80 % out of water, the speed of sound in tissue corresponds
approximately to the speed of sound in water, which is vs ¥ 1500 m/s (in contrast
to air, where vs ¥ 330 m/s). In general, the speed of sound in any material can be
expressed by:
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vs =
Û

1
flŸ

(2.29)

where fl corresponds to the density of the material and Ÿ to its adiabatic compress-
ibility [80]. By multiplying the speed of sound vs with the material density fl, the
acoustic impedance is defined as

Z = vsfl (2.30)

Consequently, when sound waves propagate from one medium to another, the wave
can be either reflected, transmitted or refracted depending on ratio of the respective
acoustic impedances Z1 and Z2. The corresponding reflection and transmission
coe�cients R and T are given by [34]:

R =
1Z2 ≠ Z1

Z2 + Z1

22
T = 4Z2Z2

(Z2 + Z1)2 (2.31)

As can be deducted from the equations 2.31, a small di�erence in the acoustic
impedance between two media leads to high transmission, whereas a high di�erence
causes strong reflections. This has several consequences for imaging: ultrasound
imaging relies on reflection of acoustic waves, thus a high di�erence between Z2 and
Z1 such as at the interface between bone and tissue is a strong source of contrast.
On the other hand, optoacoustic imaging is based on the small mismatches in
acoustic impedance between di�erent biological tissue layers so that the acoustic
signals generated by optical absorption can be detected. For the same reason,
optoacoustic imaging usually takes place with the samples immersed in a water
bath, so that the strong acoustic mismatch between biological tissue and air can be
circumvented. Analogue to refraction of electromagnetic waves, refraction between
layers of di�erent acoustic impedance is described by Snell’s law, which is given by:

sin(◊1)
sin(◊2)

= vs1
vs2

= n (2.32)

where ◊1 and ◊2 correspond to the angle of incidence and to the angle of refraction
in regard to the perpendicular axis of reference. The refraction index n is typically
n ¥ 1 for biological tissue. Following equation 2.32 with n ¥ 1, acoustic refraction
in biological tissue can usually be neglected for optoacoustic imaging and forward
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propagation of sound waves in tissue can be assumed [80].

Optoacoustic signal attenuation

Acoustic attenuation in biological tissue is usually based on the absorption on the
cellular or molecular level, however at higher frequencies acoustic scattering cannot
be neglected anymore [81]. This is typically due to thermal di�usion and friction
losses. Mathematically, the optoacoustic pressure wave attenuation can be written
as an exponential as [82].

p(r) = p(0)e–(f)r = p(0)e|–0|fmr (2.33)

where –(f) corresponds to a frequency dependent attenuation coe�cient and m to
an exponent that is empirically determined for the medium. In biological tissue,
the frequency-dependence is typically linear with m ¥ 1 and can be written as [82]:

–0 = 0.5 dBMHz≠1cm≠1 (2.34)

In contrast, for water the dependence is approximately quadratic (m ¥ 2) with:

–0 = 0.00217 dBMHz≠2cm≠1 (2.35)

This has important consequences for imaging applications. For example, OA
signals at a frequency of 20 MHz propagating through 1 cm of biological tissue are
attenuated by 10 dB. This frequency typically corresponds to the central frequency
of the ultrasound detectors used in this thesis.

2.3.3 Ultrasound detection

In optaocoustic imaging, it is typically necessary to detect pressure signals in Pa or
even mPa range [83], whereas ultrasound imaging signals typically lie in the kPa
range [84]. Ultrasound detection can be based on all-optical detection principles
or on the piezoelectric e�ect. Optical methods are either based on changes of the
intensity of a probe beam (refractometric methods) or the deflection of a probe
beam (deflection based methods) [84]. The physical detection principle of these
detectors is typically based on interferometry such as a Fabry-Pérot interferometer
[85,86], Bragg gratings [87–89] and micro-ring-arrays [90,91]. Since piezoelectric
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detectors are the most common detectors in optoacoustic imaging and in this thesis,
only piezoelectric transducers are used, this section only discusses piezoelectric
methods. The piezoelectric e�ect relies on the generation of an electromagnetic
field after changing the spatial dimensions of a piezoelectric material [92]. This
applies to the inverse process, meaning that applying an electromagnetic field on
an piezoelectric material can generate ultrasonic waves. Ultrasound imaging relies
on the generation of ultrasonic waves with the piezoelectric element and subsequent
detection of the backscattered waves with the same element. Naturally, the most
common piezoelectric material is quartz [93], however materials used for sensing are
typically poly-crystalline ferroelectric ceramic materials like lead zirconate titanate
(Pb(Zr, T i)O3, also known as PZT), which exhibits much stronger piezoelectric
characteristics than quartz [92]. As an alternative, piezo-composite materials
such as polyvinylidence difluoride (PVDF) can be chosen for the active element.
Figure 2.10a) illustrates a typical piezoelectric single-element detector and its main
components.

Figure 2.10: Working principle of piezoelectric transducers. a) Cross-sectional view
of a flat single-element transducer. The main components include the matching layers,
the piezoelectric element, the backing and the electrodes. b) Spherically focused
single-element detector using a glass lens. c) Scheme of a linear-transducer array
with a glass lens for cylindrical focusing. The distance between the center of two
detector elements is referred to as pitch, the lateral width of an element as elevation.
Adapted from [92,94].

Typically, the thickness of the active element determines the central-frequency and
the bandwidth of the detector. The bandwidth is defined as the frequency range
from a low to a high cuto� frequency, where the detection sensitivity is -6 dB lower
than the detection sensitivity at the central frequency. In order to achieve better
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coupling e�ciencies with the surrounding medium, the acoustic impedances of the
detector and the surrounding medium should be as similar. Thus, several matching
layers are put in front of the piezoelectric element to optimize the coupling e�ciency
to the surrounding medium, which is water or ultrasound gel [95]. Another problem
of piezoelectric elements are reflections and back-reflections of the acoustic wave
within in the active element, which causes oscillations and consequently leads to
a poor axial detection resolution. Thus, a backing material is inserted into the
rear part of the detector in order to dampen these oscillations. Typically, the
backing material exhibits a similar acoustic impedance as the active element so that
the oscillations are minimized. However, the strong dampening of the oscillations
results in a loss of detection sensitivity [92].

Moreover, the shape of the detector surface can be mechanically curved in order
to enable spherical, cylindrical or even conical focusing of the detector. The focal
zone of the detector is defined as the area of the spatial sensitivity field in which
the sensitivity is not less than - 6 dB of the maximum [96]. For focused detectors,
PVDF has the advantage over ceramic detectors that it is less sti� and can thus be
shaped more easily in the manufacturing process. As an alternative to mechanical
deformations of the detector surface, acoustic (glass) lenses can be put on the
detector surface for focusing (see figure 2.10b)). This is particularly important
for high-frequency transducers where the active element needs to be thin and the
crystal is consequently highly fragile. The same applies to high frequency transducer
arrays with small elements, which are also used for this work [94] (see chapter 3).
Figure 2.10c) depicts the scheme of a typical linear transducer array. Recently,
capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (cMUT) are emerging into the
field of optoacoustic imaging [97, 98]. The method relies on capacitor cells in a
silicon chip, thus a dense number of cells can be integrated in a cost e�ective way
[99–101]. One of its key advantages is its broad angular detection. However, the
technology is not as sensitive as PZT transducers yet and further development is
needed.

2.3.4 Optoacoustic imaging methods

Based on the governing physical equations discussed previously, the optoacoustic
e�ect can be exploited for biomedical imaging. Various optoacoustic imaging
implementations have been designed in the past decade, which comprehend a
broad application range. As for microscopic imaging modalities in general, the OA
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imaging modalities can be classified by their resolution and penetration depth. For
OA imaging systems, the scalability of resolution and penetration depth can be
mathematically approximated by the rule of thumb [6]:

penetration depth

resolution
≥ 200 (2.36)

In terms of OA imaging approaches, OA modalities can be categorized into the
microscopic and mesoscopic regime, which is separated at a penetration depth limit
smaller and higher than 1 mm [4]. An alternative classification is provided which
defines optoacoustic microscopy by a lateral resolution < 50 µm [102].

Optoacoustic microcopy

Optoacoustic microscopy systems can again be categorized by their resolution in
either acoustic resolution (AR) or optical resolution (OR) systems [36]. Whereas
in OR optoacoustic microscopy systems the lateral resolution is defined by the
focal spot size of the focused incident beam, in AR systems the lateral resolution is
given by the focal spot size of the focused detector. Since the optical focus only
depends on the NA of the objective and the wavelength of the illumination beam,
OR systems can focus tighter and thus achieve the higher spatial resolution. On
the other hand, optical focusing is not needed for AR approaches. AR modalities
can however achieve better penetrations depths, due to the weaker scattering of
sound in tissue [103]. OR systems are usually applied to thin samples, thus they
can be built with epitaxial or transmission illumination. In contrast, AR modalities
are usually applied to thick samples where a high penetration depth is needed, thus
AR systems are typically based on epitaxial illumination. Figure 2.11 demonstrates
the scheme of both modalities. One promising implementation of AR systems is
raster-scanning optoacoustic mesoscopy (RSOM) and its advanced implementation
of multi-orientation raster-scanning optoacoustic mesoscopy (MORSOM). RSOM
allows high penetration depths up to 5 mm at lateral resolutions of ≥ 20 µm
[22, 104, 105]. Furthermore, the technique demonstrated whole-body imaging of
juvenile zebrafish by means of optoacoustics.
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Figure 2.11: a) Principle of optical resolution (OR-OAM) optoacoustic microscopy.
A focused beam defining the lateral system resolution illuminates biological tissue,
the OA signals generated in a spatially confined region of interest (ROI) are detected
with an arbitrary ultrasound transducer. b) Acoustic resolution (AR-OAM) optoa-
coustic microscopy: A divergent beam illuminates a broad ROI of biological tissue, a
spherically-focused transducer detects the generated OA signal within its spatially
confined sensitivity field.

Optoacoustic tomography

Optoacoustic tomography which is also referred to as photoacoustic computed
tomography [6,102], is based on broad illumination (which is typically generated
by a fiber of a di�usor), acoustic detection at numerous positions and subsequent
image reconstruction [36]. The implementation of the acoustic detection can vary
from ring-arrays [106,107], linear arrays [108–111], two-dimensional arrays [112],
hemispherical arrays [113,114], to spiral scanning with hemispherical arrays [115]
or all optical-detection based on Fabry-Pérot interferometers [85]. The image
reconstruction is based on acoustic inversion algorithms that can be classified in
the four categories of time- and frequency- domain back-projection, time-reversal
and model-based algorithms [116]. Details on image formation will be discussed
in the next section. As in AR optoacoustic microscopy, the axial resolution for
OA tomography is determined by the central frequency and the bandwidth of the
detector, the lateral resolution by the focal spot size of the detector. By increasing
the detector frequency range, OA tomography systems achieve resolutions at the
price of penetration depth. On the higher penetration depth side of OA tomography
systems, penetration depths of 7 cm can be achieved at spatial resolutions of ≥ 720
µm [6]. One exciting feature of OA tomography systems that are e.g. based on
ring-arrays is the ability of real-time imaging with multispectral illumination. This
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allows instantaneous unmixing of specific endogenous and exogenous absorbers in
real-time [117]. Figure 2.12 shows the scheme of typical OA tomography systems
based on ring-arrays and linear arrays.

Figure 2.12: Principles of optoacoustic tomography. a) Scheme of a typical OA
tomography system based on a ring-array. The sample is illuminated homogenously,
OA signals are detected by numerous ring-array elements all around the sample. b)
Scheme of a OA tomography system based on a linear transducer array. The array is
translated and rotated over a wide angular range around the sample.

2.3.5 Image formation in optoacoustic tomography

When a certain number of optoacoustic signals (also referred to as projections or time
transients) has been acquired in an optoacoustic tomography system, the signals
need to be computationally reconstructed in order to obtain the underlying two or
three dimensional image visualizing the absorption of light. This is fundamentally
di�erent from OR optoacoustic microscopy, where the OA peak-to-peak signal
intensity is used for the 2D image formation. As mentioned before, several methods
have been demonstrated to be suitable for reconstruction in optoacoustic tomography
to solve the underlying inversion problem between pressure and absorption. These
can be classified in optimization-based and analytical inversion algorithms. Time-
reversal and model-based algorithms belong to the first and, time- and frequency-
domain back-projection to the second category [116,118].
The image formation based on solving the inversion problem goes back to the
optoacoustic wave equation 2.21 that was derived before. The equation can be
simplified since the energy deposition is much shorter than the time resolution
of acoustic detectors [116]. Thus, the energy absorption can be approximated by
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H(r,t)”(t) and the OA wave equation can be rewritten as:

p(r,t) = —

4fiCp

ˆ

ˆt

⁄

V

H(rÕ)
|r ≠ rÕ|dr

Õ (2.37)

Model-based algorithms

In brief, model-based algorithms solve the inverse problem by creating a discrete
model matrix M that back-projects the deposited heat energy H to the measured
pressure p [116,119–121]. This can be formulated as:

p = MH (2.38)

The model matrix M is only parametrized by the geometry of the transducer
elements and the speed of sound, the inversion problem can thus be solved by
a least-square minimization between the theoretical pressure generated by the
model matrix and the discrete absorption grid MH and the measured pressure pm

[120,121].

Hsol = arg min ÎpM ≠ MHÎ2 (2.39)

For optimal results, a (Tikhonov) regularization term can be added which results
in:

Hsol = arg min ÎpM ≠ MHÎ2 + ⁄2 ÎHÎ2 (2.40)

Model-based reconstructions allow to implement detector properties such as the
electric and the spatial impulse response as well as detector surface considerations
and usually show enhanced image quality compared to back-projection [122,123].
However, due to the matrix multiplication, the method is computationally highly
intensive in terms of RAM storage for three dimensional, high-resolution applications
and thus typically applied in low resolution imaging modalities with a low number of
projections (typically < 1000). Parallelization on graphics processing units (GPU)
can accelerate the computation and symmetry considerations can significantly
reduce the number of projections by a factor of ≥ 400 [123]. However, due tothe
high-resolution (≥ 35 µm) and high number of projections (typically > 106) acquired
in the hybrid system described in this thesis, only back-projection algorithms are
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used.

Back-projection in optoacoustic tomography

Back-projection algorithms go back to CT, where X-ray radiation is detected and
signals are consequently back-projected for the image formation using a Radon
transform [124,125]. This concept was transferred to optoacoustic imaging in the
early 90ies [126]. An analytical solution for the inverse problem in optoacoustic
tomography with a universal back-projection algorithm was proposed by Xu et
al. [127]. The method relies on the time reversal of the detected ultrasound time
ransients and subsequent summation and interpolation of the reversed signals on
a defined grid plane or a grid volume for 2D or 3D applications respectively. For
the simple case of a tomographic reconstruction of an OA point source in a 2D
reconstruction grid, the predefined speed of sound vs (≥ 1500 m/s in water) and
the knowledge of the time of flight tfl (TOF) of the N-shaped OA signal of the
point-like absorber allow to project the signal on a circle at a distance of r = vs · tfl.
With an increasing number of recorded transients, the back-projected arcs from
detector positions all around the sample will intersect to form the image of the
point absorber at its position in respect to the detector positions. Figure 2.13
illustrates the principle of 2D back-projection in OA tomography.

Figure 2.13: Principles of back-projection in OA tomography. a) Detected OA
signal transients generated by a point absorber at three di�erent detector positions
that are shifted by ≥ 120¶. b) Reconstruction arcs at the respective detector positions
and distances along with the radii ri = vsti. Adapted from [116].

As for any statistical problem, also in OA the SNR increases along Ã
Ò

Npro, with
Npro being the number of projections acquired by the OA tomography modality
[107]. In the case of the image reconstruction of a point absorber in OA tomography,
the CNR increases likewise with

Ò
Npro.
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Mathematically, the universal back-projection formula describes the solution for the
initial pressure p0 to the optoacoustic wave equation 2.37 by time-reversal from the
time of the detection tÕ [127]. As demonstrated in equation 2.27, for homogenous
illumination, the initial pressure is directly linked to the heating function and thus
to the absorption of the incident laser pulse. In the interest of conciseness, only
the solution is presented here, the complete derivation can be found in [5, 127,128].
The initial pressure calculated via back-projection can thus be written as:

p0(r) =
⁄

�0

b(r0,tÕ = |r ≠ r0|)dœ0
œ0

(2.41)

with the back-projection function b(r0,tÕ) that is defined as:

b(r0,tÕ) = 2p(r0,tÕ) ≠ 2tÕ ˆp(r0,tÕ)
ˆtÕ (2.42)

and composed by the sum of the measured pressure p and the derivative of the mea-
sured pressure. Figure 2.14 illustrates the geometric realization of back-projection
in OA tomography.

Figure 2.14: Back-projection of an absorber (blue dot) in optoacoustic tomography.
The OA signal is generated at a distance r to the center of the tomographic setup, the
transducer detects the OA signal at a distance r0. Subsequently, the time-reversed
signal is spherically back-projected at a distance |r ≠ r0| = vs ú tfl from the detector
where tfl corresponds to the time of flight. Adapted from [127,128].

The first term (i.e. the measured pressure) is referred to as “delay and sum”[129],
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the derivative in the second term serves as ramp filter in order to suppress low
frequency signals [5, 127]. Typically, relatively high frequencies dominate the
frequency spectrum, thus the first term can be neglected and b can be approximated
for a filtered back-projection:

b(r0,tÕ) ¥ ≠2tÕ ˆp(r0,tÕ)
ˆtÕ (2.43)

The back-projection formula 2.41 then projects b(r0,tÕ) on a spherical surface, which
is weighted by the contributions of the detector element surface to the reconstruction
with dœ0/œ0 which can be expressed by:

dœ0 = dS0
|r ≠ r0|2 ·

C
n

S
0 · (r ≠ r0)

|r ≠ r0|

D

(2.44)

where dS0 corresponds to the infinitesimal detector surface element of the detector
and n

S
0 to its perpendicular unit vector. The back-projection formula is based on

the assumption that the detector is a point detector. In OA tomography however,
usually spherically or cylindrically focused detectors are used. Consequently, the
detector surface S0 is virtually put in the focus of the detector and the back-
projection is based on virtual point detectors. Back-projection algorithms are
usually executed on GPUs in order to accelerate computation.

Resolution in optoacoustic tomography

The spatial resolution and penetration depth are the key characteristics of any
biomedical imaging system. As demonstrated previously, the width of an OA signal
generated by any absorber and its respective frequency spectrum are determined
by the absorber’s size. Hence, the theoretically achievable resolution corresponds
to the higher frequency spectrum emitted by the absorber, however limitations of
the detection in terms of the detector’s frequency bandwidth and sensing aperture
usually do not allow to achieve the ultimately achievable resolution [130]. Further
aspects limiting the resolution include the illuminating pulse length, the reconstruc-
tion method, acoustic inhomogeneities in the sample and the covered detection
(angle). For this work, an illumination pulse length respecting the thermal and
stress confinement is assumed and acoustic inhomogeneities are neglected due to
the relatively small sample dimensions. A universal back-projection algorithm as
introduced by Xu et al. [127] is applied and the detection angle of the system
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described in this work is 360¶. Hence, only the detector bandwidth and the detector
geometry need to be taken into account.

For the work in this thesis, the ultrasound detection is based on a tomographic
detection approach using a linear transducer array and spherically-focused single-
element detectors. Thus, the in-plane resolution within the tomographic region
of interest (ROI) is determined by the detector’s acoustic bandwidth whereas the
axial resolution is determined by the pitch of the array or the NA of the single-
element detector respectively. The in-plane resolution can hence be mathematically
expressed with [131]:

Res ¥ 0.8⁄max (2.45)

where ⁄max corresponds to the maximum detectable wavelength by the detector.
For example, at a speed of sound vs = 1480 at room temperature and ≥ 30MHz
maximum detectable frequency at the -6 dB sensitivity drop for the array and the
single element detector, theoretical in plane resolutions of ≥ 40 µm can be obtained
in the hybrid system. However, frequencies beyond the 30 MHz at -6 dB sensitivity
drop can still be detected at weaker sensitivity, thus slightly better resolutions can
be achieved. Perpendicular to the in-plane resolution, the transversal resolution
can be approximated by [102]:

Restrans ¥
Ú

a2 +
Ë
(r/r0)d

È2
(2.46)

where a corresponds to the axial resolution, r0 to radius of the tomographic system,
r to the radius of the absorber (in respect to the tomographic center) and d to the
diameter of the detector element.

2.3.6 Spectral unmixing of absorbers

As for many remote sensing systems, pixels underlying an image can be composed
by several spectral components which are summed up to a final pixel intensity
value. The decomposition of the constituent spectral features and their respective
proportion in such a mixed pixel is referred to as spectral unmixing [132, 133]. The
concept goes back to the 1920ies, when chemical components were investigated
by reflectance spectroscopy and it has found a broad range of applications since
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then. Nowadays, spectral unmixing algorithms can rely on strong computational
power and can in general be categorized into linear and non-linear approaches,
depending on the complexity of the problem. Three major steps are considered to
solve a linear unmixing problem which include: Dimension reduction (optional),
endmember determination (determination of the number of spectra constituents)
and finally inversion (estimating the proportion of each spectrum in the mixed
pixel) [132, 133]. For linear problems, this can be mathematically expressed by
[132–134]:

I = SF + n (2.47)

with I describing the M x N pixel image matrix with M being the number of spectra
and N the dimensions of the mixed pixels. S corresponds to the M x K spectral
matrix, with K being the number of relevant absorbers in the dataset. F denotes the
unknown K x N matrix for the fractions of each spectrum for each pixel respectively
and n is a noise matrix.

In optoacoustic imaging, spectral unmixing algorithms have firstly been introduced
to extract the spectral contribution to the mixed image pixels of fluorescent proteins
with a weak PGE such as GFP and mCherry from strong endogenous absorbers such
as hemoglobin and melanin in Drosophila melanogaster pupa and adult zebrafish
[17]. Mathematically, the spectral inversion problem for the absorbed energy H(x,⁄)
in the optacoustic reconstructions can be formulated as follows [135]:

H(x,⁄) = µa(x,⁄)Õ(x,⁄,µe) (2.48)

where Õ(x,⁄,µe) corresponds to the light fluence in the absorbing medium and ⁄

to the illumintating wavelength. The absorption coe�cients µa(x,⁄) can now be
rewritten as the sum of their K spectral components with their respective molar
absorption coe�cients ak(⁄) and concentrations Ck(x):

µa(x,⁄) =
Kÿ

k=1
Ck(x)ak(⁄) (2.49)

Hence, inserting 2.49 into 2.48 yields:
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H(x,⁄) = Õ(x,⁄,µe)
Kÿ

k=1
Ck(x)ak(⁄) (2.50)

This linear unmixing algorithm following equation 2.47 has been the first approach
to multispectral unmixing of absorbers in optoacoustic imaging [17]. Since then, the
unmixing methods in optocoustic imaging have tremendously evolved towards more
advanced algorithms respecting specific imaging modalities and sample thickness.
These methods include blind source unmixing, where no information about the
constituent spectra is required before inversion [136]. This is especially interesting
for thicker samples, when scattering and photon attenuation do not allow to assume
quasi homogenous illumination in deeper tissue layers anymore [137]. Recently
applied algorithms include the wavelength-dependent fluence attenuation in tissue,
which particularly demonstrates potential for tissue oxygenation estimations in
thick samples such as mice [138]. However, these approaches by Tzoumas et al.
consider samples diameters of several centimeters in contrast to the several mil-
limeter diameter samples such as zebrafish in the hybrid system. Thus, wavelength
dependent fluence attenuation is neglected in this work and a linear approach as
suggested by Razansky et al. [17] in 2009 for small sample diameters is chosen.

Consequently, the inversion problem can be solved using a least-squares minimization
in order to minimize the error of the measured (reconstructed) H(x,⁄) and predicted
energy absorption of a specific absorber with [135]:

arg min Á = 1
2 ÎH(x,⁄) ≠ H(x,⁄)Î2 + P 2 (2.51)

which finally results in a set of N linear equations for N illuminating wavelengths
⁄N [17]:

H(x,⁄) =
Kÿ

k=1
Ck(x)ak(⁄) (2.52)

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the physical principles underlying optical and optoacoustic imaging
were discussed, which can be summarized by photon absorption and scattering.
Consequently, this chapter describes state-of-the-art optical microscopy modalities
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such as confocal and two-photon microscopy as well as SPIM. Advantages and
disadvantages of these modalities are discussed, highlighting that SPIM is well suited
to be combined with other imaging modalities due to its high speed and thus low
photobleaching. The following section describes the fundamentals of optoacoustic
imaging, starting from the initial pressure generation of absorbers. Subsequently,
this chapter discusses ultrasound propagation, attenuation and detection and gives
an overview of OA imaging modalities such as OA microscopy and tomography.
This highlights the unique potential of OA tomography due to its high-resolution,
strong contrast and high penetration depth as a promising tool for studying long
term development in model organims, particularly when combined with SPIM.



3 Engineering hybrid optical microscopy

and optoacoustic tomography

3.1 Introduction

As described in chapter 2, state-of-the-art optical microscopy methods include
confocal microscopy, two-photon microscopy (including multiphoton microcopy)
and SPIM. However, confocal microscopy and two-photon microscopy are based on
scanning of a spherically focused beam spot and are thus relatively slow particularly
for 3D imaging applications. In contrast, SPIM illuminates the sample with a
light sheet, thus allowing to image volumetrically in 3D at much higher speeds.
Consequently, light sheet illumination reduces the photobleaching of labeled fluo-
rescent proteins in the sample due to the decreased scanning time and the reduced
illuminating energy density compared to a focal scanning spot. SPIM is thus highly
advantageous for imaging of early embryonic development in model organisms such
as zebrafish [7, 15]. However, the penetration depth of purely optical methods is
limited to a few hundred micrometers without chemical clearing of the sample,
hence SPIM alone cannot be applied to deep imaging of morphogenesis in older
and thicker samples. Optoacoustic tomography however successfully demonstrated
the ability to go deeper than microscopy [4]. Combining SPIM and optoacoustic
tomography into a hybrid system thus allows to track biological development of
model organisms such as zebrafish at high resolution and over longer timescales
from the embryonic stage to adulthood. This chapter gives an introduction into a
novel hybrid SPIM and optoacoustic tomography imaging modality and describes
the experimental apparatus that was designed and developed at the Institute for
Biological and Medical Imaging in cooperation with Carl Zeiss AG. Parts of this
chapter are based on a manuscript of a publication in preparation by Vetschera et
al. [139].

Besides the direct high-resolution imaging of morphogenesis in deeper tissue layers,
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the novel hybrid SPIM - OA tomography system can address various biological
and medical applications particularly for zebrafish. Due to the strong reproduction
of zebrafish, they are a well suited as a low-cost model organism that has caught
broad interest in the scientific community in research areas such as cancer research,
diabetes and tissue regeneration [11,12,140–142]. It has been recently demonstrated
that zebrafish xenografts are a valuable model to investigate various types of cancer
therapy, since the xenografts from patients develop faster in zebrafish than in other
model organisms such as mice [143]. Furthermore, zebrafish are used to study tumor
growth, angiogenesis and metastasis [9]. Zebrafish are a popular organism for drug
testing, particularly in the emerging field of personalized medicine [14]. All these
studies and biomedical research applications have so far been restricted to young
and transparent zebrafish larvae, which are accessible to purely optical microscopy
techniques. However, purely optical techniques cannot image deeper than a few
hundred micrometers [4] and thus cannot be applied to older zebrafish which have
grown thick and opaque. Hence, purely optical techniques do not allow any scientific
knowledge gain about the long-term course of diseases and long-term e�ects of
drugs and potential side e�ects. Moreover, morphogenesis can be a�ected until
adulthood by disease and therapy respectively. The hybrid system combining SPIM
and optoacoustic tomography now opens a new door to study all these interesting
applications from the larval stage until adulthood.

Earlier experiments addressing hybrid SPIM and optoacoustic imaging were per-
formed by Lin et al. [25]. The demonstrated system was based on linear translation
of a sample embedded in an agar cylinder through a light sheet generated by a
pulsed laser. Fluorescent and generated OA signals were simultaneously detected
with a scientific complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (sCMOS) camera and a
linear transducer array respectively. Figure 3.1 illustrates the scheme and working
principle of the system.
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Figure 3.1: Detection principle of the first hybrid OA-SPIM system. The sample
was linearly translated through a light sheet generated by a pulsed laser, while
both fluorescence and OA signals were detected with a sCMOS camera and a linear
transducer array, respectively. The top arrow indicates the scanning direction.
Adapted from [25].

The method demonstrated the potential of hybrid fluorescence and optoacoustic
imaging by showcasing the complementary fluorescent and absorption contrast of
an adult zebrafish. However, this basic approach has several limitations: It only
provides one-sided signal extraction for both fluorescence and optoacoustc signal,
thus reducing the image quality and penetration depth. Furthermore, no intrinsic
structures such as organs within the sample can be resolved and no optoacoustic
contrast of the fluorescence labels is presented.

The limitations of the OA modality in the first hybrid system clearly show the
need for a di�erent OA implementation into the next-generation hybrid system.
Optoacoustic tomography based on linear transducer array is a promising candidate
to meet the requirements for the novel hybrid system. The method is also referred to
as multispectral optoacoustic mesoscopy and has recently shown several advantages
in high-resolution, volumetric OA imaging [110, 111, 144–146], particularly by
demonstrating in vivo imaging of tumors in mice. The tomographic method
presented by Gateau et al. [110, 111] is based on a linear transducer array that
is rotated and linearly translated around the sample over almost 180¶ (see figure
2.12b). Using a 24 MHz cylindrically focused transducer array (Vermon, France),
the technique enables an in-plane resolution of ≥ 30 µm and ≥ 110 µm resolution
along 128 transducer elements. Hereby, the method allows to visualize volumetric
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image stacks of 9 mm length in three dimensions [111]. Due to the thin sensitivity
field of the cylindrically focused transducer array, the scanning geometry based
detector rotation and translation yields significantly higher image quality compared
to basic rotation of the detector [110,145]. Due to its tomographic approach, the
method can achieve better penetration depths than raster-scanning optoacoustic
techniques such as RSOM. However, the system presented only covers an angular
range of nearly 180¶ due to spatial limitations of the transducer rotation. Hence,
an improved image quality can be expected for a larger angular detection span.
Due to all these advantages, OA tomography based on linear transducer arrays was
selected for the implementation into the hybrid system.

3.2 Experimental setup

The design of the experimental demonstrator was developed in close cooperation
between researchers at the Institute of Biological and Medical Imaging and the
corporate research and technology department of Carl Zeiss AG (Jena, Germany).
The demonstrator is a versatile imaging platform that includes illumination beam
paths for SPIM and OA tomography. Figure 3.2 shows computer-aided design
(CAD) visualizations and photographs of the system.
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Figure 3.2: CAD visualization and photographs of the hybrid system. a) CAD
side view of the hybrid system, depicting the SPIM illumination path: (a) sCMOS
camera, (b) optical zoom, (c) cylindrical lens, (d) focusing lens, (e) camera objective,
(f) adjustable pinhole for alignment, (g) adjustable aperture slit, (h) diaphragm prism
and (i) sample chamber. b) CAD visualization top view of the hybrid system, the
illumination paths for SPIM and OA tomography are marked in green and blue
respectively. c) Side view photograph of the system, d) front view photograph of the
system, e) photograph of the sample chamber in the system and f) illumination path
into the sample chamber. The CAD visualizations are a courtesy of Carl Zeiss AG,
Germany.

The modality includes a full optical element base for both a SPIM and an OA
tomography system, enabling light sheet and a broad, homogenous illumination in
the sample chamber for both modalities, respectively. Light sheet illumination for
SPIM is created by cylindrically focusing the collimated beam on a slit aperture,
the homogenous illumination is generated by spherically focusing the beam on a
di�usor and subsequent coupling of the light pulses into a light-mixing rod (LMR).
A flip mirror allows to easily switch between the illumination paths for SPIM and
OA tomography, an electronic flip mirror (MFF101/M, Thorlabs, Germany) later
replaced the mechanical mount to enable computer controlled flipping. Figure 3.3
shows a detailed illustration of the optical beampath for both modalities of the
hybrid system.
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Figure 3.3: Illumination paths of the hybrid system. Nanosecond laser pulses
emitted by an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) are firstly transmitted through a
motorized half-wave plate (HWP), determining the polarization and consequently
the pulse energy after transmission through the polarizing beam splitter (PBS).
An electronic flip mirror subsequently determines the beam path for SPIM or OA
tomography illumination. In SPIM mode, a cylindrical lens (CL) focuses the pulse on
an adjustable slit aperture (A), the generated light sheet is consequently rotated by
a dove prism (DP). In OA illumination mode, the laser pulse is spherically focused
on a di�usor by a focusing lens (L) and then coupled into a light mixing rod (LMR)
generating a squared, homogenous illumination profile. The exchangeable lens L3
allows to chose the length of the squared beam profile in the sample chamber (SC) to
be 5, 7 or 10 mm2 by working as a telescope in combination with the lenses L4 and
L5. For both beam paths, the pulse is split by a second PBS to enable double-sided
illumination on the sample (S). Adapted from [139]

Nanosecond laser pulses are generated by an optical parametric oscillator (OPO)
laser (Spitlight-DPSS 250 ZHG- OPO, Innolas, Germany) that covers a broad
wavelength range from 418 to 2300 nm. A half-wave plate (HWP) in a motorized
rotation stage (KPRM1E/M, Thorlabs, Germany) and a polarizing beam split-
ter (PBS) allow to control the pulse energy by adjusting the polarization angle
and subsequent polarization-sensitive deflection of the light pulses in the PBS.
Afterwards, the electronic flip mirror determines the beam path of the pulse for
either light sheet illumination for SPIM or a broad homogenous illumination for
OA tomography. The illumination for SPIM is generated by focusing the light
on an adjustable slit aperture (VA100/M, Thorlabs, Germany). The light sheet
is subsequently rotated over 90¶ by a dove prism (DP) and then split into two
by a polarizing beam splitter. The splitting allows two sided illumination in the
sample chamber, where the separated beams are deflected to by two mirrors for
both sides respectively. The light sheet illumination for SPIM is not su�cient for
optoacoustic tomography, since optical sectioning with a light sheet only allows to
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generate optoacoustic signals from the illuminated plane. The sample thus needs
to be additionally scanned through the light sheet in order to obtain more depth
information in OA tomography, which further increases the scan duration. Thus,
broad homogenous illumination is used for OA tomography. To establish the broad,
homogenous illumination for OA tomography, laser pulses are spherically focused
on a di�usor and then coupled into a light mixing rod (LRM), which generates
a squared illumination profile. The subsequent spherical lens L3 can be easily
exchanged, thus squared homogenous beam profiles at lateral lengths of either 5,
7 or 10 mm can be obtained by choosing lenses of di�erent focal lengths. As for
the SPIM illumination, the beam is split into two fractions using the PBS and
consequently deflected into the sample chamber by several mirrors. Figure 3.4
illustrates the sample chamber and the scanning geometries for both the SPIM and
the OA tomography modality.

Figure 3.4: Sample chamber of the hybrid SPIM-OA system with the implemented
linear transducer array. SPIM scanning is performed by linear translation of the
sample through the light sheet towards the camera, which detects the generated
fluorescence signals behind a suitable bandpass filter. In the OA tomography mode,
squared, homogenous illumination from two sides at variable sizes from 5 - 10 mm
is provided. Scanning of the sample is performed by rotating the sample over 360¶

and parallel vertical translation of the cylindrically focused linear array transducer
at each angular position. Taken from [139].

The sample chamber is equipped with six individual motor stages: three of them
allow linear translation of the sample in three dimensions and the fourth allows
sample rotation over 360¶. Furthermore, as indicated in figure 3.4, a translation
stage allows linear translation of the ultrasound detector in x-direction. A second
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rotation stage allows detector rotation over almost 90¶ in the sample chamber. All
stages are manufactured by PI, Germany. Details on all stages are provided in the
components section.

Scanning with the SPIM modality is performed by linear translation of the sample
through the light sheet. This process can be repeated multiple times at various
angular rotations of the sample. The emitted fluorescence signals are subsequently
transmitted through a suitable bandpass filter that is mounted in the zoom system
(Axio Zoom.V16, Zeiss, Germany) in front of the sCMOS camera (pco.edge 5.5,
PCO, Germany). For scanning in optoacoustic tomography, the sample is rotated
over 360¶ in discrete motion at an angular stepsize of ≥ 4¶, depending on the trade-
o� between image quality and speed. At each angular position, the array detector
is completely translated along the whole sample width so that the cylindrically
focused transducer is able to detect optoacoustic signals from the complete sample
width at each angular position. The scanning process is illustrated in figure 3.5 a),
whereas the alternating transducer translation at two consecutive angular rotation
positions is depicted in panel 3.5 b). As an alternative scanning approach, the
detector can be rotated over almost 90¶. Likewise to the 360¶ sample rotation
scanning mode, the transducer needs to be translated along the complete sample
at each angular scanning position due to the thin, cylindrically focused sensitivity
field. However, due to the limited angular view, the image quality on the opposite
sample side of the detector is inferior compared to the 360¶. A first characterization
of the system was performed in close collaboration with Benno Koberstein-Schwarz
and can be found in [147].
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Figure 3.5: Scanning in OA tomography with the linear transducer array. a)
Scheme of the scanning geometry, indicating the sample rotation over 360¶ and the
discrete transducer translation at each angular position. b) Scanning pattern: At
each predefined discrete angular position of the sample, the transducer is alternately
translated in the positive and negative x-direction at discrete scanning steps. The
sequence of the discrete scanning steps is marked by the respective number. The
sample rotation stepsize is typically 4¶, resulting in 90 angular positions during a
360¶ scan. The transducer stepsize is typically 100 µm, which corresponds to the
spot size of the cylindrical focus of the array.

3.3 Principal components

Laser source

The multispectral illumination with su�ciently short laser pulses was provided by
a Q-switched optical parametric oscillator. The OPO is driven by a Nd:YAG solid
state laser that emits pulses at 1064 nm. These pulses are subsequently transmitted
through a second-harmonic generator crystal (532 nm), and then guided through a
third harmonic generator (355 nm) so that ultraviolet pulses at high energies are
available for driving the OPO. Pulses at 355 nm are then transmitted through the
nonlinear crystal, so that an signal pulse in the visible range and an idler pulse in
the near-infrared region are generated. The generated wavelengths for both signal
and idler depend on the incident angle of the third harmonic pulse in respect to the
nonlinear crystal, the polarization of signal and idler pulses are perpendicular to
each other. Thus, signal and idler can be separated at the output of the laser head
with a polarizing beam splitter. The specifications of the laser are summarized in
table 3.1.
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Pulse length 7 ns
Pulse energy 18.5 mJ (at 488 nm)
Wavelength range 418 - 2300 nm
Spectral resolution 1 nm
Max. repetition rate 50 Hz

Table 3.1: Major specifications of the Innolas OPO laser.

Ultrasound detector

Ultrasound detection was performed by a cylindrically focused linear transducer
array (Vermon, France) with 128 elements at a central frequency of 24 MHz. The
scheme of such a linear transducer array has been shown in figure 2.10. Table 3.2
shows the main characteristics of the detector. With a central frequency of 24 MHz
and a bandwidth of 58 %, the array can detect OA signals in the frequency range
between around 17 and 31 MHz at an sensitivity drop at -6 dB.

Central frequency Bandwith Focal length Pitch Elevation

24 MHz 58 % 5.8 mm 70 µm 3 mm

Table 3.2: Specifications of the 24 MHz cylindrically focused linear transducer array
from Vermon.

Data acquisition

A custom made data acquisition unit (Falkenstein, Germany) with 128 channels, a
sampling rate of 125 MS/s and a resolution of 12 bit was used for data acquisition
and analog to digital conversion. A built-in anti-aliasing filter cuts o� the maximum
detectable bandwidth to 45 MHz, which is lower than the 62.5 MHz expected by
the Nyquist theorem. The unit provides a built-in amplification by a factor of 10
and a variable input impedance of 50 or 85 Ohm. Triggering is performed by the
trigger signals at ≥ 10 V provided by the pockel cell of the OPO laser at maximum
frame rate of 100 Hz.

sCMOS camera

A sCMOS camera (pco.edge 5.5, PCO, Germany) was used for fluorescence detection
in the SPIM modality. The width and height of the camera is 2560 x 2160 pixels,
whereas each pixel exhibits a resolution of 6.5 µm in both dimensions [148]. At the
lowest magnification level (1.05) of the zoom microscope, i.e. at the largest possible
field of view (FOV), this results in a resolution of 6.19 µm in both dimensions. The
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low noise level of 1.1 e- med and the high dynamic range of 30 000:1 allow the
detection of weak fluorescence signals. The camera was typically used at exposure
time of 100-200 ms, which results in an averaged frame of 5 - 10 frames at the laser
repetition rate of 50 Hz.

Motor stages

Translation of the sample and the transducer is performed by 6 motor stages from
PI, Germany. Table 3.3 lists the respective stages for each direction.

Motor stage Type Range Min. stepsize Max. speed

Sample X M-112.DG 25 mm 50 nm 1.5 mm/s
Sample Y M-403.2DG 50 mm 200 nm 2.5 mm/s
Sample Z M-112.DG 25 mm 50 nm 1.5 mm/s
Sample rotation RS-40 360¶ 17.5 µrad 7¶/s
Transducer X M-111.DG 15 mm 50 nm 1.5 mm/s
Transducer rotation M-061.PD 360¶ 17.5 µrad 90¶/s

Table 3.3: Specifications of the motor translational and rotational stages used in
the hybrid system. All stages are manufactured by PI, Germany.

3.4 Single plane illumination microscopy

Commercially available SPIM systems are typically based on CW illumination,
however pulsed illumination is required for the OA tomography modality in the
hybrid system. Thus, the illumination for the SPIM modality is equally based on
the laser pulses generated by the OPO. Due to the high energy pulse energies, the
pulse energy is usually reduced to 25 % by using the motorized HWP and the PBS
in the system. The typical exposure time used for the sCMOS camera is 200 ms,
thus 10 illumination pulses contribute to one SPIM frame at a laser repetition rate
of 50 Hz. Usually, a stepsize of 10 µm is chosen for the translational motor stage in
z-direction during one scan, which typically results in 400 acquired frames for a
SPIM scan over 4 mm in depth.
Theoretically, the resolution in microscopy (except for super-resolution techniques)
and thus also for SPIM, is only limited by Abbe’s criterion with

d = ⁄

2NA
(3.1)

where ⁄ corresponds to the illuminating wavelength and NA to the numerical
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aperture of the objective lens. However, the focal spot size strongly depends on the
quality of the beam profile which can be quantified by the M2 factor [149].

M2 = fi

4
◊r0
⁄

(3.2)

with the focusing divergence angle ◊, and the focal spot size r0. For an ideal
gaussian beam, M2 equals 1. However, the light pulses provided by the OPO
laser beam do not exhibit a perfectly gaussian beam profile due to its (anisotropic)
divergence in height and width. Hence, the M2 factor of the illumination in the
hybrid system is larger than 1. Due to undersampling of the sCMOS camera at all
magnification levels of the zoom system in front of the camera, the resolution for
the SPIM modality in the hybrid is not limited by the technical components. Thus,
the lateral resolution and consequently the FOV depend on the magnification level
of the zoom system. For the lowest zoom magnification of 1.05, pixel resolutions of
≥ 6.15 µm can be achieved for the largest FOV possible of ≥ 15.8 ◊ 13.3 mm in x-
and y-direction respectively. In contrast, at a maximum zoom magnification of 16.5,
pixel resolutions of ≥ 0.39 µm are possible at a FOV of 1 ◊ 0.85 mm. The axial
resolution along the scanning direction (z-direction) is determined by the diameter
of the light sheet according to Abbe’s criterion. On the the other hand, the depth
resolution over lateral x-direction also depends on the depth of focus of the light
sheet, which is also determined by the NA of the focusing lens. Mathematically,
the depth resolution zd can be expressed by [150]:

zd = 2n
⁄

(NA)2 (3.3)

with n corresponding to the refractive index of the surrounding medium. Thus, a
trade-o� between the focal diameter df and the depth resolution of the focus zd for
the focusing lens needs to be made. A high-NA objective lens generates a high axial
resolution in the focus, however at the cost of a short depth of focus, which decreases
the resolution over a large FOV. A low NA however results in a lower resolution in
the focus but increases the focal depth and thus allows more homogenous resolution
over the whole FOV [73]. For the hybrid system, an objective lens with a focal
length of fc = 30 mm was chosen for a more homogenous. The axial resolution was
found to be around 16 µ by utilizing fluorescent beads (diameter of 200 - 300 nm)
[147].
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The sample rotation stage allows multiview acquisition at an arbitrary number
of acquisition angles for the SPIM modality in the hybrid system. Multiview
image stack fusion and deconvolution can be performed with the acquired datasets
in imageJ using fluorescent beads surrounding the sample and fusion algorithms
presented in [74,75]. Fusion of several image stacks is based on the identification of
the surrounding beads matching in di�erent datasets after translation and rotation
and subsequent minimization of the global displacement error. The deconvolution
can be mathematically described by a Richardson-Lucy deconvolution, which is an
Bayesian-based iterative expectation-maximization algorithm [75].
In the hybrid system, 50 µm fluorescent beads were put around the sample in the
agar cylinder in order to take advantage of multiview fusion and deconvolution. The
algorithms provided by [74,75] can consequently fuse and deconvolve the 3D data
stacks of zebrafish larvae scanned at four di�erent angular orientations in the hybrid
system at angular displacements of 90¶. Figure 3.6 shows the maximum intensity
projections (MIPs) of two consecutively acquired SPIM image stacks from the top
(3.6 a) and side (3.6b) view. As an example for basic image stack fusion of four
SPIM datasets scanned in the hybrid system, the top (3.6c) and side (3.6d) view of
the fused 3D image stack are shown. For enhanced image quality, the deconvolution
algorithm can be applied on the datasets. The results of the deconvolution, are
shown from the top and side view in panels 3.6e) and panel 3.6f). The algorithm
yields promising results for zebrafish larvae imaged in small volumetric data stacks.
However, the algorithm fails for large data volumes acquired by scans of older and
larger samples.
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Figure 3.6: Fusion and deconvolution of multiview SPIM datasets. a) Side and b)
top view MIP of zebrafish larvae acquired during two scans after 90¶ rotation. c,d)
Side and top view MIP of the fused zebrafish image stack of four datasets shifted
by 90¶ respectively. e,f) Side and top view MIP of the deconvolved zebrafish image
stack of four datasets shifted by 90¶ respectively. The algorithm applied for fusion in
imageJ is described in [74,75].

3.5 Multispectral optoacoustic tomography

The hybrid system allows tracking of zebrafish development over several weeks. The
key results on such a long-term study with the system can be found in our publication
[139] and in [147]. This thesis thus focuses on further important capabilities of the
system: one of the key advantages of optoacoustic imaging in general is its ability to
visualize various absorbing tissue components deep in tissue. However, optoacoustic
images are often dominated by strong endogenous absorbers like hemoglobin or
melanin, which hinders the visualization of endogenous or exogenous sources of
contrast that exhibit a weaker photoacoustic generation e�ciency. Thus, applying
multispectral illumination can be a useful technique to gain additional information
about the sample. In a first basic approach, di�erence images can be created for
the volumetric image stacks. This method allows to gain spectral information of
absorbers and allows to visualize contrast of absorbers in mixed pixels that are
otherwise completely overlapped by absorbers with a stronger PGE. As a more
advanced approach, unmixing algorithms can be applied for more sophisticated
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extraction of localized absorption in tissue. In the simplest case, it is assumed that
each pixel of an optoacoustic image is a linear combination of multiple absorbing
components and can thus be expressed as [134]:

I = SF + n (3.4)

with I describing the M x N image matrix with M being the number of wavelengths
and N the image dimensions. S corresponds to the M x K spectral matrix, with
K being the number of relevant absorbers in the dataset. F finally denotes the
unknown K x N matrix for the fractions of each spectrum for each pixel respectively
and n is an additional noise term.

Due to broad wavelength range covered by the OPO laser from 420 - 700 nm in the
visible range and up to 2300 nm in the near-infrared region, the hybrid system can
be a valuable platform for multispectral optoacoustic tomography used for imaging
of di�erent absorbers in biological tissue (see figure 2.4). For a scan in discrete
motion based on the linear transducer array, multispectral data acquisition can be
either provided by several consequent scans at di�erent wavelengths or by changing
the wavelength at every scanning position. Tuning of the wavelength however
takes ≥ 0.7 s, thus changing the wavelength at every scanning position does not
fundamentally improve the scanning time. As an alternative, the sweep mode of the
laser can be exploited, which allows repeated pulse-to-pulse wavelength switching
along a preprogrammed pulse sequence. For an e�cient use of the sweep mode, it
is however required to know the first wavelength of each illumination cycle. This
requirement is not met by scanning in discrete motion, thus illumination patterns
based on wavelength tuning without preprogrammed sweep cycles were used.

Figure 3.7 shows first results for array-based multispectral optoacoustic tomography
acquired with the hybrid system. Panels 3.7a) and 3.7b) show the side view and
top view MIP of a 2-month-old wild-type zebrafish. The reconstructions acquired
at 450 and 550 nm are represented in red and green respectively, thus yielding in a
yellow contrast for structures absorbing at both wavelengths. Panels 3.7c-e) show
the cross-sectional MIPs of the linearly unmixed ROIs highlighted in a). The linear
unmixing algorithm considered reconstructions at 450, 488 and 550 nm as well
as the spectra of oxygenized and de-oxygenized hemoglobin and melanin. Several
anatomical structures deep in the fish are revealed, which include e.g. the gill
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filaments (2), the spinal cord (6), the cardinal vein (7) and the swim bladder (8).
Panel 3.7 f) shows a zoom of the panel e), highlighting the spinal cord and the
cardinal vein, which were used for extracting the spectra in panel 3.7g).

Figure 3.7: Multispectral OA tomography of a 2-month-old wild-type zebrafish.
a-b) The zebrafish was measured imaged at 450 nm (green) and 550 nm (red), the
superimposed reconstructions are thus represented in yellow. a) Side view MIP, b)
top view MIP. (c-e) Linear unmixed ROIs marked in the MIP in panel a). Numbers
annotate anatomical structures: 1, hyomandibula; 2, gill filaments; 3, semicircular
canal; 4, medulla oblongata; 5, cardiac ventricle; 6, spinal cord; 7, cardinal vein; 8,
swim bladder. f) Zoom of the ROI highlighted in panel e). g) Spectrum of the spine
and vessel marked in panel f). The scale bar in panel a) indicates 1 mm.
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3.6 Near-infrared multispectral optoacoustic tomography

As described in chapter 2, multispectral illumination in the near-infrared region
o�ers exciting opportunities for optoacoustic tomography. First, scattering decreases
with an increasing wavelength (mostly because of weaker Rayleigh scattering Ã 1

⁄4 ),
thus higher penetration depths can be achieved. Second, the absorption coe�cients
of lipids and water strongly increase as the illumination wavelength increases (see
figure 2.4), thus allowing to image new features deep in biological tissue. However,
several technical drawbacks need to be taken into account when extending the
illumination range to the near-infrared. The pulse energies of the OPO drops
from ≥ 18.5 mJ at the reference wavelength of 488 nm to ≥ 6 mJ at 750 nm.
Furthermore, the optical components in the beam path for both the SPIM and the
OA tomography modality are specified for the visible range, using these components
in the near-infrared range results in strong losses in pulse energy. To overcome these
losses, a custom-made multimode fiber bundle (CeramOptec, Germany) consisting
of 430 fused fibers of 200 µm diameter was implemented to circumvent the losses
in the OA tomography beampath. The fiber output consists of two channels with
randomized 50:50 splitting of the single fibers so that the sample can still be
illuminated from 2 sides. The fiber bundle has a NA of 0.22 at the input and at
both outputs, respectively.

Imaging of absorption contrast of water and lipids deep is a highly attractive
application for the hybrid system. However, pulse energy losses due to light
absorption in the water bath surrounding the sample cannot be neglected anymore
because of the increasing absorption coe�cient of water in the near-infrared region
(see figure 3.8). This limitation can be overcome by the use of heavy water (D2O) in
the sample chamber, an expensive but e�ective solution to reduce pulse energy losses.
Figure 3.8 shows the absorption spectra of water and heavy water respectively. As
demonstrated by the spectra, the absorption coe�cient µa of heavy water is 1-2
orders of magnitude lower than the one of water at wavelengths exceeding around
700 nm, which allows to reduce the pulse energy losses in the surrounding water
bath.
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Figure 3.8: Absorption spectra of water (H2O) and heavy water (D2O). Data from
[151].

Figure 3.9 illustrates the imaging results of multispectral OA tomography in both
the visible and the NIR wavelength range after applying a linear unmixing algorithm.
A 25-day-old transgenic zebrafish (Brn3c:GFP) was measured at 450, 488, 550,
600, 860 and 930 nm respectively, thus six image stacks were reconstructed via
back-projection and subsequently linearly unmixed for blood, melanin and lipid.
Panel 3.9a) shows the side view MIP of the unmixed volume of the zebrafish. Panel
3.9b) shows the cross-sectional MIP marked in panel 3.9a) in the region of the
heart. Here, the melanin pigmentation, subcutaneous lipid and blood in the region
of the heart can be observed. An enlarged MIP of the upper fin is illustrated in
panel 3.9c), the inset shows a photograph acquired with the sCMOS camera of the
system.

It can be observed that the black melanin pigmentation visible on the photograph
corresponds to the melanin contrast of the OA MIP. This equally applies to the
transparent boundary of the fin, which is only absorbing at NIR wavelengths and
not in the visible range. Likewise, panel 3.9d) shows an enlarged MIP of the lower
fin with a photograph of the fish as an inset. Again, the melanin pigmentation and
the transparent boundaries of the fin are clearly visible in both the OA MIP and
the photograph. The unmixed spectra for melanin, blood and lipid are illustrated
in panel 3.9e).
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Figure 3.9: Multispectral OA tomography images of a 25-day-old transgenic ze-
brafish (Brn3c:GFP) in the visible and the near-infrared range. The transgenic
zebrafish was measured at 450, 488, 550, 600, 860 and 930 nm and a linear unmixing
algorithm was subsequently applied on the six reconstruction volumes. Melanin
contrast is visualized in green, lipid/water contrast in red and blood in blue. a) Side
view MIP of the unmixed volume. b) Cross-section marked in panel a), the arrows
indicate the melanin pigmented skin (1), subcutaneous lipid (2) and blood in the
region of the heart (3). c) Enlarged view of the upper fin from highlighted in panel a).
The inset corresponds to a photograph of the same area acquired with the sCMOS
camera. d) Enlarged view of the lower fin, the inset corresponds to a photograph of
the same area. e) Spectra of melanin, blood and lipid which were extracted from the
reconstruction volumes. The scale bar in corresponds to 1 mm.

Furthermore, the results presented in figure 3.9 can be used to approximate the
content of the relevant absorbers melanin and water/lipid inside the reconstruction
volumes of the fish (see figure 3.10). Panels 3.10a) and b) show the side view and
cross-sectional MIP of the unmixed melanin and lipid of the 25-day-old zebrafish
introduced in figure 3.9 and indicate the ROI volume used for the quantification. A
total volume of 40 x 35 x 55 pixels is selected, which corresponds to a total volume
of 0.32 µm3 at a pixel resolution of 12 x 50 x 12 µm in the x-, y- and z-direction
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of the system respectively. The number of pixels above a specified threshold for
the melanin and lipid 3D volume can consequently be used to quantify the pixel
content of melanin and lipid when divided by the total number of pixels in the
volume. Panel 3.10c) shows the results for the quantification in the optoacoustic
reconstruction, yielding in ≥ 5 % and ≥ 25 % of relative content for melanin
and lipid respectively. The black dots indicate the results for di�erent thresholds
on the logarithmic scale. Panel 3.10d) shows the content for both melanin and
lipid as a function of the logarithmic threshold. However, the results need to be
interpreted with care for several reasons: first, the relative pixel content strongly
depends on the intensity threshold. Second, due to stronger scattering at lower
wavelengths, the acquired OA reconstructions at lower wavelengths are supposed
to exhibit less absorption and thus less image pixel intensity in deeper tissue layers.
No optical fluence correction is taken into account for the reconstruction, which
could theoretically compensate for the weaker pixel intensities due to scattering.
Furthermore, the laser pulse energy is decreasing for higher wavelengths, thus
distorting the linear unmixing process. The OA reconstructions are normalized
to the average pulse energy at the respective wavelength, however this is only an
approximation to the problem. Furthermore, no information on pulse-to-pulse
energy deviation is taken into account.
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Figure 3.10: Quantification of absorbers with multispectral OA tomography recon-
structions of a 25-day-old zebrafish. The transgenic zebrafish (Brn3c:GFP) introduced
in figure 3.9 was measured at 450, 488, 550, 600, 860 and 930 nm and subsequently
linearly unmixed afterwards for melanin and lipid. a) Side view MIP and b) cross-
sectional MIP of the linearly unmixed volume. The highlighted ROIs indicate the
volume of interest taken into account for the quantification. c) Relative pixel content
of melanin and lipid in the volume. d) Dependence of the pixel content on the
threshold. The scale bar in panel a) indicates 1 mm.
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3.7 Further system implementations and applications

Optical projection tomography

Based on the existing high-resolution sCMOS camera and the translation and
rotational motor stages for the sample, the hybrid SPIM - OA tomography system
can also be used for optical projection tomography. A white-light or a broadband
NIR LED can be put in a 3D printed holder at the opposite of the camera, thus
enabling trans-illumination of the sample. As an alternative, a LED-ring array can
be assembled on top of the sample allowing homogenous sample illumination. By
rotating the sample over 360¶ at a stepsize of one degree, optical projections at
each angular rotation can be acquired. In combination with a linear translation
scan along the z-axis at a stepsize of 50 µm, the single projection views can be
back-projected to a 3D volume with a Matlab reconstruction algorithm provided by
Carl Zeiss AG. Even though the penetration depth of the acquired OPT projections
is limited to ≥ 1 mm due to photon scattering, OPT is an additional source of
contrast primarily for transparent (in the visible range) superficial structures and
extends the multimodal capabilities of the hybrid system. Figure 3.11 demonstrates
a hybrid MIP combining the reconstruction of OA tomography at 488 nm (green)
with the respective OPT reconstruction (magenta). Panel 3.11 b) and 3.11 c) show
cross-sectional MIPs with an additional OA tomography reconstruction at 930 nm
(red). As can be seen, OPT does not allow to resolve intrinsic structures deep in
the fish in contrast to the OA modality. Panel 3.11 d) illustrates the scheme of an
OPT scan.
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Figure 3.11: Hybrid OPT and multispectral OA tomography of a transgenic
zebrafish (Brn3c:GFP) at 25 days. a) Side view MIP of a hybrid image combining
OPT (magenta) and OA tomography after illumination at 488 nm (green). b-
c) Cross-sectional slides of the respective ROIs marked in a). An additional OA
illumination wavelength at 930 nm (red) is added to the image. d) Scheme of the
OPT implementation in the sample chamber.

Further applications

Apart from imaging of model organisms such as zebrafish, the system can also be
used for imaging of whole excised organs. This works particularly well when the
reporter gene LacZ is used, which is a particularly strong absorber and allows to
label the structures of interest in the blue regime. Thus, the labeled structures
strongly absorb at wavelengths greater than 550 nm and can provide a strong source
of contrast for OA tomography. As an example, excised mice organs such as the
lung and the pancreas have been imaged. Figure 3.12 a) depicts a mouse lung
labeled with the reporter LacZ, whereas Panel 3.12b) shows a hybrid OPT and OA
tomography image of labeled mouse pancreas. Here, OPT is a suitable modality
for visualizing the surface of the of the pancreas (grey), whereas OA tomography
reveals the labeled beta cells (blue) even in deeper tissue layers. This may lead to
interesting applications, since the volume of the beta cells is known to be a marker
of diabetes [152]. With the strong contrast and high resolution provided by OA
tomography, the absolute volume for the cells and the volume of individual cells
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can be calculated. As described previously, the image intensity threshold strongly
a�ects the estimation. Panel 3.12c) illustrates the absolute volume of beta cells in
the measured volume as a function of the OA intensity threshold. The estimate is
based on a voxel resolution of 12 ◊ 12 ◊ 35 µm. For a reasonable intensity threshold
of 4 · 1012 (a.u.), an absolute volume of 0.15 mm3 can be estimated.

Figure 3.12: Imaging of excised mice organs labeled with blue product LacZ. a) A
mouse lung measured at 650 nm after chemical clearing. b) Hybrid OPT (grey) and
optoacoustic image (blue) of a mouse pancreas, revealing the labeled beta cells deep
in the pancreas. c) Quantification of the absolute volume of beta cells deep in the
organ as a function of the OA intensity threshold applied. The scale bars in a) and
b) indicate 1 mm.

3.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, the hybrid MSOT - SPIM system was introduced. This hybrid
microscopy platform allows imaging of development of organisms such as zebrafish
over longer timescales that are not accessible to purely optical methods. Both
light sheet illumination for SPIM and broad homogenous sample illumination
for OA tomography are provided. SPIM can be operated at multiple orientation
angles, enabling subsequent image fusion and deconvolution based on reconstruction
algorithms [74,75]. In this way, multi-orientation SPIM datasets can be acquired.
The OA tomography modality is based on a translating linear transducer array
while the sample is rotated over 360¶ in discrete motion. The broad wavelength
illumination range provided by an OPO laser allows to spectrally di�erentiate
between endogenous absorbers.

The potential of array-based multispectral optoacoustic tomography was firstly
demonstrated in the visible illumination range, allowing to image anatomical features
deep within 2-month-old, opaque zebrafish. By applying linear unmixing algorithms,
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strong endogenous absorbers such as melanin and oxy- and deoxy hemoglobin could
be revealed. Extending the illumination range to the near-infrared region allowed
to visualize endogenous contrast of water / lipid due to the increasing absorbance
of these tissue components at higher wavelengths. However, due to the limited
sensitivity of the array detector, hybrid optical and optoacoustic imaging of contrast
generated by fluorescent proteins has not been possible yet with the existing
modality. Thus, a next-generation OA tomography scanning approach based on
highly sensitive single-element detectors is implemented into the system in the next
chapter.





4 Implementation of spiral multispectral

optoacoustic tomography

4.1 Introduction

The hybrid SPIM - OA tomography system based on linear transducer arrays has
successfully demonstrated its abilities in the visualization biological development
of zebrafish over long times scales. Moreover, the system has proven strength in
high-resolution anatomical imaging of zebrafish and allows to visualize water/lipid
contrast in zebrafish at unprecedented penetration depths. However, one of the
initial goals of the system has not been achieved yet: Imaging of genetically labeled
anatomical structures using fluorescent proteins like GFP deep inside the samples
with the optoacoustic tomography modality.

In optical microscopy, fluorescent proteins had a revolutionizing e�ect on biological
discovery due their ability be genetically encoded by a single portable DNA sequence
[53, 153]. Thus, arbitrary structures can be labeled with GFP which enables
microscopic observation of the specifically labeled structures of interest in developing
organisms. Even though GFP exhibits a high QY and thus a low PGE, OA
tomography has been able to detect fluorescent proteines such as GFP and mCherry
at penetration depths which are not accessible to purely optical techniques [17].
However, the OA modality described by Razansky et al. [17] was limited to two
dimensional image slices, thus it is not suitable for long term observation of biological
development. The OA tomography modality based on the linear array transducer
array, was however not able to detect fluorescent proteins at all, even in experiments
with highly concentrated cells labeled with GFP.

Several considerations were hinting that the sensitivity of the transducer array is not
strong enough to detect the relatively weak OA signals generated from fluorescent
proteins compared to the strong OA signals from endogenous absorbers such as
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melanin and hemoglobin:

• First, the sensitivity of a transducer scales with the size of the detector
element surface [84]. Each transducer element of the array only has a surface
size of pitch * elevation = 0.07 mm * 3 mm = 0.21 mm2. However, typical
single-element transducers such as the one applied in [17] exhibit diameters
of ≥12.7 mm (0.5 inch). Thus, the total detector surface size corresponds to
approximately 125 mm2, which is about 600 times more.

• Second, the voltage signals from the transducer to the data acquisition (DAQ)
unit are transmitted via a 2 m long cable without any pre-amplification.
Hence, a lot of electrical noise is introduced. In contrast, for single-element
detectors short cables of a length of about 10 cm can be used and then
connected to an amplifier.

• The custom-built 128 channel DAQ unit is only able to amplify the signals by
a factor of 10. No other hardware amplification can easily be implemented.
In contrast, single-element detectors can easily be amplified by up to 63 dB
right after a short cable. Thus, the electromagnetic noise introduced during
the 2 m transmission to the DAQ card is much weaker in comparison with
the transmitted signal.

4.2 Optoacoustic tomography with single-element detectors

4.2.1 Sensitivity considerations and comparison

To compare the sensitivity of the transducer array with single-element transducers at
a similar frequency range, OA signal amplitudes generated by a 20 µm polysterene
bead were measured.
Table 4.1 shows the specifications of the detectors used for the initial comparison.

Transducer Central Freq. Bandwidth Focal length Diameter
Olympus 25 MHz 51.78 % 12.5 mm 6.25 mm
Precision Acoustics 50 MHz 140 % 3.75 mm 5 mm
Vermon 24 MHz 51 % 5.8 mm 5 mm

Table 4.1: Transducers used for the initial SNR evaluation.

The sample was put in an agar cylinder in the sample chamber of the hybrid
SPIM-OA system. The homogenous illumination field was used at ≥ 4 mJ and
measurements were conducted in the focus of each detector. Data acquisition for
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the array was performed with the 128 channel DAQ system (Falkenstein, Germany),
digitization for the single-element transducers was performed with a DAQ card
(RZE-002-400, Gage, USA) at a sampling rate of 200 MS/s. Figure 4.1 depicts the
detected SNR as a function of averages.

Figure 4.1: SNR of various available transducers at covering similar frequency
bandwidths.

As can be clearly seen, the SNR of the of array (element with the highest signal
intensity) is poor compared to the other evaluated single-element transducers. Espe-
cially without a su�cient number of averages, the signal can hardly be distinguished
from the noise level with the transducer array. For this reason, multiple new
single-element transducers were tested for the hybrid system. The following aspects
were taken into account for the detectors of interest:

• First, a similar central frequency and bandwidth as compared to the transducer
array were envisioned in order to keep a similar resolution with the SPIM
modality.

• A large detector surface was required since detection sensitivity of piezoelectric
transducers is proportional to detector surface [84].

• A spherically focused detector with a high NA. The spherical focus is necessary
to maintain a strong lateral resolution, whereas the high NA is necessary to
tighten the focus and to cover a broad angle behind the focus. Analogously
to the focal spot size in optics, the focal spot size for ultrasound transducers
scales with [116]:

fD = 1.4 · ⁄
f

d
(4.1)
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where ⁄ corresponds to the acoustic wavelength and f and d correspond to
the focal length and the diameter of the transducer respectively. Hence, a
high NA reduces the focal spot size and consequently increases the lateral
resolution. Furthermore, the ultrasound signals from all over the sample
behind the focus can be detected simultaneously using a high NA. The high
angular signal coverage of the detectors thus allows to neglect the lateral
detector translation during an OA tomography scan, which strongly reduces
the scanning time. Figure 4.2 illustrates the detection principle of spiral
optoacoustic tomography based on high-NA transducers.

• Various piezo-electric elements should be tested (Piezo-ceramic, piezo-composite,
PVDF, LiNb03)

Figure 4.2: Detection principle of spiral optoacoustic tomography based on high
angular signal coverage using high-NA transducers.

Table 4.2 summarizes the following configuration for the focal length and diameter
of the detector were taken into account after consulting the manufactures on
availability. For high-frequency transducers with the specified requirements of a
high NA and a large surface, only custom-made detectors can be taken into account.
The strong restrictions on the focal lengths and the surface diameter are due to the
curvature of the transducer crystal, which is produced in a critical manufacturing
process.

Focal length (mm) Diameter (mm) NA (a.u.)
6 6 0.84
10 10 0.84

Table 4.2: Configurations of the available high-frequency single-element detectors.

Several transducers could meet the specified requirements. Table 4.3 summarizes
the properties of the single-element transducers as specified by the manufacturers:

These detectors were again tested for their SNR using a 50 µm microsphere in
an agar sample. Figure 4.3 shows the SNR as a function of distance to the focus.
Table 4.4 shows the maximum SNR in the focus of the transducer. As can be seen,
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Manufacturer Central Freq. Bandwidth Focal length Material
Imasonic 20 MHz 78 % 10 mm Piezo-composite
Precision Acoustics 25 MHz 71 % 10 mm PVDF
Sonaxis 25 MHz 91 % 10 mm Piezo-composite
Sonaxis 30 MHz 99 % 6 mm LiNb03

Table 4.3: Properties of the single-element transducers used in the hybrid SPIM-OA
system. The diameter for the elements corresponds to the respective focal length.

the Imasonic 20 Mhz transducer clearly exhibits the strongest SNR of ≥ 32 dB
whereas the transducer array only achieves a SNR of ≥ 12 dB.

Figure 4.3: SNR comparison of single-element transducers suitable for the hybrid
system. All detectors cover similar frequency bandwidths.

Transducer SNR* (dB)
Imasonic 20 MHz 32
Sonaxis 30 MHz 25
Precision Acoustics 25 MHz 23
Sonaxis 25 MHz 19
Vermon array 24 MHz 12

*Measured in the focus of each transducer

Table 4.4: SNR measured in the focus for the new single-element transducers and
the transducer array.
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4.2.2 Characterization of single-element detectors

Since the Imasonic 20 Mhz detector’s sensitivity clearly outperformed all other
available transducers, research activities are conducted with this detector unless
stated di�erently. In a first step, the sensitivity field of the detector was measured
by translating a 20 µm polystyrene bead axially and laterally across the focal plane
of the detector. The measurement was performed in the sample chamber of the
hybrid system. For the scan, z-stage of the sample and the translations stage of the
detector were used for axial and lateral scanning, respectively. The horizontal focal
plane was found by lateral scanning of the sample using the y-stage and maximizing
the OA signal before the actual scan was performed.

Figure 4.4: Sensitivity field of the 20 MHz Imasonic transducer. a) shows the
measured sensitivity field, b) depicts the respective simulation based on the Matlab
simulation package Field II [154]. The simulation in panel b) is a courtesy of Shyam
Sri, Helmholtz Zentrum München.

In general, the measured and the simulated sensitivity fields based on the Matlab
simulation package Field II match well (Figure 4.4). It can be observed that the
measured focus is slightly further away (10.2 mm) from the transducer than the
theoretical focus given by the manufacturer (10 mm). This may be due to the
approximation for the speed of sound (1480 m/s) and inaccuracies for the scanning
positions. Furthermore, deviations might be introduced during the manufacturing
process.
The shape of the field and the high NA are a promising result since the sensitivity
fields of other transducers do not necessarily exhibit such a good shape. For
example, the sensitivity field of the Sonaxis 30 MHz detector (which exhibits the
second best SNR in the sensitivity comparison measurements) is slightly cut o� and
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consequently not symmetric anymore. The cut field would cause reduced acoustic
signal detection and thus inhomogeneous 3D images for any OA application. Hence,
the detector is not usable for OA imaging.

However, as can be extracted from the OA signals shaping the sensitivity field, the
spatial impulse response of the Imasonic 20 Mhz detector is problematic. As can
be seen in figure 4.5, the strong side lobes of the OA signal of a microsphere will
cause ringing artifacts when used for tomographic imaging approaches.

Figure 4.5: Signals of the highly sensitive 20 MHz Imasonic transducer. a) 2 mm
in front of the focus, b) in focus, c) 2 mm behind the focus.

Hence a new detector (Imasonic, France) with the same characteristics but with
an apodization of the outer part of the detector was implemented. Its sensitivity
was compared with the non-apodized Imasonic transducer in a mid-infraread
optoacoustic microscope [155], where a focused mid-infrared beam optically excites
the strongly absorbing surface of water. This has the advantage that lateral and
axial o�sets of the detectors can be avoided and the comparison becomes more
accurate. Results of the measurements performed with an oscilloscope show that
the sensitivity of the apodized detector outperforms the non-apodized by ~100 mV
(figure 4.6 c),f)). Furthermore, the signal artifacts 2 mm behind the focus for the
apodized detector disappeared (see figure 4.6 e)).
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Figure 4.6: Signals of the non-apodized (top row) and the apodized (bottom row)
20 MHz Imasonic transducer in focus and 2 mm behind the focus. a) non-apodized,
in focus, c) non-apodized 2 mm behind the focus c) non-apodized, signal amplitude,
d) apodized, in focus. The figures in panel a) and c) are a courtesy of Dr. Miguel
Pleitez, Helmholtz Zentrum München.

Furthermore, side lobes behind and in front of the focus in the sensitivity field of
the apodized detector are much weaker, hence the detector can be used for imaging
applications.
Consequently, the OA impulse response of the detector needed to be evaluated
in order to determine the bandwidth and to possibly include the transducer’s
impulse response in the image reconstruction. For this reason, the impulse response
was measured in an OA microscope [156] using a 200 nm thick gold plate as a
point source for the OA signal generation. Figure 4.7 shows the measured impulse
response for the 20 MHz Imasonic detector in time and frequency-domain. As can
be seen, the bandwidth at the -6 dB drop covers a frequency range from ≥ 13 ≠ 27
MHz, which results in a relative bandwidth of ≥ 70 %. The high sensitivity and
the clean OA signals without side lobes behind the focus are promising results for
the implementation of the detector in the hybrid system for OA imaging
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Figure 4.7: Demonstration of the impulse response of the Imasonic 20 MHz trans-
ducer in a) time-domain and b) frequency-domain. The dashed line denotes the OA
signal intensity drop at -6 dB. The signal was recorded with a high NA focused beam
on a 200 nm thin gold plate in a multimodal optoacoustic microscope (see reference
[156]). The measurement in the focus of the detector was averaged over N=1000
acquisitions at a sampling frequency. More details of the system can be found in
[156]. The data is a courtesy of Markus Seeger, Helmholtz Zentrum München.

4.3 System implementation and characterization

The single-element detectors are implemented in the hybrid system with a newly
designed Aluminium holder in the sample chamber, which can be easily integrated
in the rail for the transducer array holder. Furthermore, a 63 dB amplifier (AU-1291,
Miteq, USA) was installed next to the sample chamber in order to connect the short
10 cm cable from the transducer to the amplifier. The data acquisition is performed
with the 200 MS/s DAQ card (RZE-002-400, GaGe, USA) used in previous experi-
ments. The implementation of the single-element detectors into the hybrid platform
for spiral optoacoustic tomography requires proper calibration both mechanically
within the system and in software for scanning and reconstruction. Figure 4.8
shows the schematic of the spiral scanning geometry and the implementation of the
single-element detector in the sample chamber. Spiral optoacoustic tomography is
performed by sample rotation over 360¶ and simultaneous translation of the sample
at slow speeds in the negative y-direction. This scanning approach can be either
performed at predefined discrete scanning positions and detecting the OA signals
at these positions or continuous sample rotation and translation and detection of
OA signals at every trigger signal indicating the emission of a laser pulse. Details
on both discrete and continuous scanning approaches for OA tomography in the
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hybrid system will be described in the following sections.

Figure 4.8: Sample chamber of the hybrid MSOT-SPIM system with the imple-
mented single element detector. Scanning of the sample is performed by rotating the
sample over 360¶ and simultaneous vertical translation of the sample in the negative
y-direction. Adapted from [139].

Proper alignment of the detector in three dimensions requires a fixed and central
position in respect to the sCMOS camera in the lateral x-direction, so that the
transducer detects OA signals generated in the collimated focused beam. The
lateral position of the detector in the y-direction is centrally predefined by the
holder. The axial detector position in the z-direction however needs to be aligned
within the detector holder rail, so that the sensitivity field covers the complete
lateral width of the sample. By applying basic geometric considerations, it can be
deduced that the radius R from the center of the sample to the detector is given by:

R = fc + w

2tan(“) (4.2)

where w corresponds to the sample width and tan(“) to the f-number of the detector
defined by its diameter d and its focal length fc following tan(“) = d

fc
. Thus, for

a typical juvenile zebrafish with a diameter of ≥ 4 mm, and the f-number=1
(tan(“) = 1) of our detectors, a radius slightly greater than R Ø 12 mm is suitable.
Since the sensitivity of the detector decreases as a function of distance to the focus
(see figure 4.3), smaller samples can be imaged at higher sensitivity allowing to
image structures that generate weaker OA signals. In a next step, the sample needs
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to be positioned in the center of the transducer in x-direction with the motor stage,
and slightly above the detection-surface of the detector in y-direction in order to
enable scanning of the full sample.

For image reconstruction, a back-projection algorithm is applied by considering the
focal spot of the transducer as a virtual point detector. Thus, the reconstruction
radius R-tomo does not include the focal length fc anymore. The recorded time
transients can consequently be cut o� with a delay time corresponding to tdel = fc/vs

at a speed of sound vs ¥ 1480 m/s in water at room temperature. The scanning
positions are precisely provided by the motor stages during the acquisition for both
discrete and continuous scanning and can be directly used for the reconstruction.
However, the back-projection algorithm for the hybrid system introduced in [147]
needs to be adapted. The new scanning positions for spiral tomography need to be
included, and the new reconstruction parameters need to be considered. For spiral
OA tomography, besides the tomography radius R-tomo, the focal length fc from
the detector to the virtual focal spot and the angular tilt – between the rotation
axis of the sample and the transducer need to be considered. Figure 4.9 illustrates
the relevant reconstruction parameter for spiral OA tomography.

Figure 4.9: Reconstruction parameters used in the back-projection algorithm for
spiral OA tomography. a) Top view of the reconstruction geometry, highlighting the
reconstruction radius R-tomo. The diameter of the active element of the transducer
is labeled d, the sample is labeled as w. b) Side view of the reconstruction geometry
defining the angular correction parameter – between the sample rotation axis and the
transducer. The transducer above corresponds to a real case alignment introducing
the angular tilt –, the lower transducer corresponds to an ideal calibration yielding
in – = 0.

Theoretically, the angle between the rotation axis and the transducer is precisely 90¶,
however there is typically an angular deviation – Æ 1¶. Finding of the reconstruction
parameters R-tomo and – is performed by a calibration scan with a known phantom
sample and subsequent reconstruction iterating through a reasonable value range of
the relevant reconstruction parameters. The method has been introduced in [157],
however only for linear transducer arrays in a limited view translation-rotation
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tomography over max. 180¶. The calibration phantom of choice is an agar cylinder
with two parallel surgical sutures of 50 µm diameter, which generate extremely
strong OA signals within the frequency detection bandwidth of the transducer.
Furthermore, the length of the approximately straight surgical sutures allows precise
assessment of the angular tilt parameter –. Figure 4.9 illustrates the geometry of the
reconstruction parameters. As an example, figure 4.10 shows the calibration of the
reconstruction parameter R-tomo by illustrating the e�ect of deviating parameter
in a range from -200 µm to + 200 µm.

Figure 4.10: Calibration of spiral optoacoustic tomography. a-e) Side view MIP
(y-z plane) of two reconstructed parallel sutures at multiple reconstruction parameters
R-tomo ranging from the radius R-tomo - 200 µm to R-tomo + 200 µm. The image
size corresponds to 2 x 5 mm in width and height respectively. The yellow dotted
line denotes the central cross-sectional slides (x-z plane) of the reconstructions shown
in f-j) at the respective reconstruction parameter R-tomo shown in the top row a-e).

4.3.1 Discrete spiral optoacoustic tomography

First imaging approaches were conducted with a spiral scanning approach, where
the sample is vertically translated along the y-axis in front of the transducer and
simultaneously fully rotated over 360¶ multiple times. To facilitate the spiral
scanning geometry, the first spiral OA tomography implementation was executed
in discrete motion, meaning that all scanning positions of the motor stages were
initially defined and the OA acquisition was only performed when both stages were
fixed at their respective position. Table 4.5 summarizes typical scanning parameters
of a discrete spiral OA tomography scan in the hybrid system.
Figure 4.11 a) illustrates the discrete scanning positions of the discrete scan, whereas
figure 4.11 b) and c) show phantom imaging results of 50 µm beads which allow to
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Angular stepsize 2.4¶

Vertical stepsize 1.83 µm
Image height 6 mm
Number of wavelengths 1
Number of projections ≥ 3300
Scan duration ≥ 40 min

Table 4.5: Overview of the scanning parameters for a typical discrete spiral OA
tomography scan.

approximate the resolution. Using the 25 MHz transducer from Precision Acoustics,
the in-plane resolution in x- and z-direction can be approximated on full width at
half maximum (FWHM) profiles of the beads with ≥ 50 µm whereas the transversal
resolution along the scanning direction (y-axis) is ≥ 100 µm.

Figure 4.11: Discrete scanning with single-element detectors. a) Discrete scanning
positions of the single-element detector in respect to the sample during a spiral OA
tomography scan. b) Side view MIP of a 50 µm bead phantom. b) Top view MIP
of the same 50 µm beads phantom. The in-plane resolution in x- and z-direction
(panel c)) was determined to be ≥ 50 µm whereas the transversal resolution along the
scanning direction (y-axis) was calculated with ≥ 100 µm based on the FWHM of
the beads. Measurements were performed using the 25 MHz detector from Precision
Acoustics.

However, this imaging approach has several drawbacks:

• It is slow since the motor stages are started and stopped at every scanning
position.

• The number of projections is limited due to the slow scanning speed. In
theory, the number of projections can be increased but at the cost of even
further increasing the total scanning time. Due to the relatively low number
of projections, the image quality su�ers especially in case of larger specimen
with more complex structures.
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• Photobleaching of labeled structures using fluorescent proteins within the bio-
logical samples is high, due to the high number of laser pulses that illuminate
the sample during the sample movement when no data is acquired.

• Discrete scanning cannot easily take advantage of the sweep mode of the laser
enabling a wavelength change on a pulse to pulse basis. This limitation is due
to the unknown point of time when an OA acquisition is performed after the
movement of the sample. Thus, manual wavelength tuning is required for an
OA scan at each scanning position, which is again a slow process that takes
≥ 0.7 s. For several thousand scanning positions, this will further dramatically
increase the scanning time and thus increase the photobleaching.

Figure 4.12 shows typical imaging results using the discrete scanning mode of the
system using the 25 MHz detector from Precision Acoustics.

Figure 4.12: Discrete spiral OA tomography imaging of 10 and 25 days old zebrafish.
a) Top view MIP of a hybrid image combining SPIM (green) and spiral OA tomography
(red) of a 10-day-old zebrafish (Brn3c:GFP) expressing GFP in hair cells. b) Side
view MIP of the same zebrafish. c) Top view MIP of a multispectral spiral OA
tomography reconstruction of a 25-day-old zebrafish (Brn3c:GFP) imaged at 488
(green) and 550 nm (red). d) Side view MIP of the same zebrafish.

It can be clearly seen that this approach yields good results for small model
organisms such as 10-day-old zebrafish imaged with the SPIM (green) and the
spiral OA tomography (red) modality respectively (figure 4.12a) andb)). However,
due to the low number of projections the image quality deteriorates for older and
thicker samples. Panel 4.12c) and 4.12d) show the top and side view of a 25-day-
old transgenic zebrafish (Brn3c:GFP), demonstrating the high noise level of the
reconstruction. Due to these limitations, the system was further pushed toward
continuous OA tomography scanning by using the highly sensitive 20 MHz Imasonic
single-element detector.
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4.3.2 Continuous spiral optoacoustic tomography

First trials to implement continuous scanning with the single-element detector did
not result in any meaningful reconstructed OA images. It was expected that the
assignment of the scanning positions was wrong so that the reconstruction was
disarranged. However, thorough data analysis revealed that the spatial sampling
was insu�cient. This means that the ratio of the scanning speeds of the rotation and
the vertical translation stages during the scan did not match. While the rotation
stage was set to the maximum speed of 7 ¶/s the vertical translation was too fast
so that the number of projections per full rotation cycle was insu�cient. Only by
decreasing the scanning speed of the translation stage to Æ 5 µm/s, a reasonable
image quality for phantoms could be achieved.

Figure 4.13 demonstrates the e�ect of spatial sampling with the vertical translation
stage and the rotation stage by showing the OA projections of a scan over 1 cm
in y-direction and a respective reconstruction. A vertical translation at 10 µm/s
and a rotation speed of 5 ¶/s (see figure 4.13 a)) results in strong reconstruction
artifacts in the reconstruction (figure 4.13 b)). On the other hand, by increasing
the spatial sampling, i.e. decreasing the vertical translation speed by a factor of 2
(5 µm/s) and equally increasing the rotation speed to the maximum speed provided
by the stage ( 7 ¶/s), the number of sinusoidal projection helices in the vertical
scanning area of 1 cm strongly increase (figure 4.13 c)). Figure 4.13 d) shows a
respective reconstruction for the scanning parameters, which demonstrates a clean
OA image for two parallel surgical sutures. The weak background noise can further
be reduced by decreasing the vertical scanning speed which however comes at a
trade-o� between background noise and acquisition time.
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Figure 4.13: E�ect of spatial sampling in continuous spiral optoacoustic tomography.
a) OA time transients of two parallel surgical sutures illustrated over the number
of projections. The imaging height of the acquired signals corresponds to 1 cm,
the rotation speed was 5 ¶/s and the vertical translation speed at 10 µm/s. b)
Reconstruction at a corresponding spatial sampling rate. c) OA signals of two parallel
sutures over 1 cm of imaging height acquired at a rotation speed of 7 ¶/s and a
vertical translation at 5 µm/s. d) Reconstruction at a corresponding spatial sampling
rate. The images are sized 4 ◊4 mm.

Thanks to the strong SNR of the Imasonic 20 MHz detector, continuous scanning
does not need any averaging and thus every laser pulse during the scan generates
an OA projection that can be used for subsequent image reconstruction. At a laser
repetition rate of 50 Hz and the rotation speed of 7¶/s, a projection at an angular
stepsize of 0.14¶ is generated. In the vertical direction, the image quality can be
defined by the translation speed at the cost of scanning time. For a high-resolution
scan, 2.5 µm/s are selected, which yields in an OA acquisition stepsize of 50 nm.
Due to this high angular resolution up to 8 wavelengths can be applied in one
scan in the sweep mode of the laser without any significant loss in image quality.
The assignment of the OA pulses to their respective wavelength is done with
the simultaneously recorded data of a photodiode (DET36A, Thorlabs, Germany)
which has a distinct response to di�erent wavelengths. Table 4.6 summarizes typical
scanning parameters of a continuous OA tomography scan in the hybrid system.
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Repetition rate 50 Hz
Rotation speed 7 ¶/s
Translation speed 4 µm/s
Number of wavelengths 2
Image height 9 mm
Number of projections ≥ 150000
Scan duration ≥ 37.5 min

Table 4.6: Overview of the scanning parameters for a typical continuous spiral OA
tomography scan.

4.3.3 System characterization

Noise characterization

A high SNR of the OA tomography modality does not only require a high detection
sensitivity of the detector, but also a low electronic noise level. Thus proper
shielding for the detector needs to be installed in order to remove any electronic noise
introduced by surrounding devices. Even though the single-element transducers are
delivered with a double-shielded cable, a strong shielding with a metallic hose is
crucial to reduce the noise level by almost a factor of 10. It is particularly important
that the shielding hose does not only cover the cable itself, but also connectors and
the SMA connector on the amplifier side and the edge of the transducer.
Figure 4.14 shows the noise level with and without metallic shielding in both time
and frequency domain. As can be clearly seen, proper shielding strongly reduces
the noise level of the system so that the SNR increases from 29 to 41 dB. The
electronic noise peaks at ~32 MHz are probably introduced by the motor stages and
can be suppressed with proper shielding. For the 1.5 m cable from the amplifier
to the transducer, a high-quality double shielded cable with SMA connectors on
both sides is used. Here, additional shielding with a metallic hose does not further
reduce the noise level.
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Figure 4.14: Noise characterization of the OA modality based on the Imasonic 20
MHz single-element detector. a) OA time transient of two parallel surgical sutures
with proper and insu�cient shielding. b) Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the
transient shown in a). c) Frequency-domain spectrum of the first 1000 samples shown
in a) (excluding the signal generated by the sample).

Resolution and depth

While the sample illumination remains the same for the OA acquisition with the
single-element as for the array (see chapter 3), the OA detection and the scanning
geometry have evolved tremendously. This e�ects the general image quality and
the resolution of the system, which requires a new characterization of the system.
Figure 4.15 shows the OA reconstructions of 10-20 µm and crossed sutures of 20
µm diameter that can be used to characterize the resolution of the scan. Since the
transducer bandwidth can detect frequencies up to ≥ 30 MHz at a attenuation
of -6 dB, the expected resolution is ≥ 40 µm and samples of Æ 20 µm diameter
can be considered as suitable point sources for the frequency bandwidth of the
detector. Figure 4.15 a) and b) show the MIPs of a single 10- 20 µm microsphere
from top (x-z plane) and side view (y-z plane) respectively. The intensity profile
in all dimensions is demonstrated in panel 4.15 c), which allows to determine
the resolution by calculating the FWHM of the fitted Gaussian profiles. Thus,
the resolution can be determined to be ≥ 35 µm for both the horizontal x and z
dimension and ≥ 100 µm in the vertical y-direction. Furthermore, figure 4.15 d)
demonstrates the spatially invariant lateral and axial resolution over a large FOV
by showing the side view MIP of two crossed 20 µm surgical sutures.
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Figure 4.15: Characterization of the resolution of the spiral OA tomography
modality based on the Imasonic 20 MHz single-element detector. a) Top view of a
10-20 µm m bead used for determining the lateral resolution in x and y-direction,
b) Side view of the same bead. c) Profile and Gaussian fit of the bead in all spatial
dimensions. d) Demonstration of the spatially invariant lateral and axial resolution
in a large FOV image by two surgical crossed sutures of 20 µm diameter. The scale
bars in a) and b) correspond to 100 µm, the scale bar in d) to 1 mm.

In phantoms such as microspheres, homogenous resolution over the whole FOV
can be demonstrated. However, acoustic attenuation needs to be considered for
biological tissue of several mm in thickness. According to equation 2.34, the acoustic
attenuation increases linearly for higher frequencies with –0 = 0.5 dBMHz≠1cm≠1.
In general, the maximum frequency that is detected at a resolution of 35 µm
resolution is ≥ 42 MHz. Thus, the acquired acoustic spectrum is still below the
cut-o� frequency at about 43 MHz, where the acoustic attenuation becomes stronger
than the optical attenuation [82]. The sample holder of the system is designed for
samples up to 10 mm in diameter. Since the system is based on tomography, only
depths up to 5 mm need to be taken into account.
Based on equation 2.34, the maximum detectable penetration depth of a certain
frequency attenuated by -6 dB can be simulated. At a given speed of sound of
vs = 1480 m/s, this allows to simulate the maximum achievable resolution based on
vs = ⁄ · f , where ⁄ corresponds to the acoustic wavelength and thus the maximum
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acoustic resolution at a given frequency. Figure 4.16 a) illustrates the maximum
achievable penetration depth as a function of frequency in OA tomography. Figure
4.16 b) consequently shows the maximum achievable resolution in OA tomography
as a function of penetration depth. The results of the simulations reveal that the
measured resolution of ≥ 35 µm can only be obtained up to depths of ≥ 3 mm in
tissue, while a resolution of 60 µm can be achieved in depths up to 5 mm in thick
biological samples. With the tomographic approach in the hybrid system, samples
of 10 mm in diameter can be imaged with resolutions lower than from 35-60 µm
over the whole FOV.

Figure 4.16: Simulations on the e�ect of acoustic attenuation on the image resolution
as a function of depth. a) Maximum imaging penetration depth of acoustic frequencies
at an attenuation of -6 dB. b) Resolution as a function of imaging depth based on
the attenuation of acoustic frequencies.

Contrast

Another critical characteristics in biomedical imaging is the contrast, which can
be characterized by the CNR. Likewise to the SNR, the CNR increases with the
number of projections Ã

Ò
Npro and can be expressed with:

CNR = 20 · log(contrast

noise
) (4.3)

Here, as a quantity for contrast, the standard deviation of a ROI with maximum
contrast within the image is taken, the noise is calculated by the standard deviation
of a larger image background ROI. Figure 4.17 shows the typical reconstructed
MIPs of a cross-sectional view of a zebrafish reconstructed at multiple number of
projections Npro from 56250 down to 878.
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Figure 4.17: E�ect of the number of projections on the CNR. a-g) MIP of slices of
a reconstructed zebrafish (300 µm depth) starting at 56250 projections and iterative
decrease of the number of projections by a factor of 2 down to 878 projections for the
whole sample. The image size corresponds to 4 ◊ 4 mm. h) The CNR as a function
of projections extracted from the ROI marked in yellow in panels a-g).

In each panel, the illustrated MIP is based on a reconstruction with every second
projection removed compared to the previous MIP. As can be seen, the CNR
strongly decreases from a maximum of ≥ 26 dB after three iterations (panel 4.17h)).
Interestingly, the CNR however is more or less constant at Npro=56250, Npro=28125
and Npro=14562. Consequently, this allows to image at four our even eight di�erent
wavelengths during one scan without significant losses in CNR.

4.4 Multispectral spiral optoacoustic tomography

Imaging of transgenic zebrafish

To exploit the high sensitivity of the 20 MHz Imasonic transducer and the multispec-
tral illumination of the OPO laser, a 45-day-old transgenic zebrafish (cldnb:GFP,
sqET4:GFP) labeled with GFP was imaged with the SPIM and the spiral OA
tomography modality of the hybrid system. The OA acquisition was performed in
continuous mode at a vertical translation speed of 4 µm/s and a rotation speed of 7
¶/s, which yields a su�ciently high spatial sampling rate to use the sweep mode of
the OPO laser at two di�erent wavelengths. Thus, the sample could be alternately
illuminated at 488 and 550 nm. These two wavelengths correspond to the maximum
absorption peak and almost no absorption in the absorption spectrum of GFP,
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respectively (see figure 2.5). Simultaneously to the OA signal acquisition, fractions
of the pulse illumination were measured with a photodiode (DET36A/M, Thor-
labs, Germany) in order to assign the OA signals to their respective illumination
wavelength.

Figure 4.18 illustrates the imaging results of a 45-day-old transgenic zebrafish
(cldnb:GFP, sqET4:GFP) acquired with both modalities of the hybrid system.
Panel 4.18 a) shows the MIP overlay of the OA reconstructions at 488 (green)
and 550 nm (red) respectively. Panel 4.18 b) shows the MIP of the di�erential
image (488 - 550 nm), indicating strong OA signal generated by an absorber only
absorbing at 488 nm and not at 550 nm. Since all endogenous absorbers such
as hemoglobin and melanin strongly absorb at both wavelengths respectively, the
di�erential image can be attributed to the transgenic label GFP. This is in good
correspondence with reference [17], where cross-sectional slides of the transgenic
labeling along the lateral line of a zebrafish are presented. Panel 4.18 c) shows the
cross-section at the respective ROI marked in panel 4.18 a). A MIP of the respective
SPIM image is presented in panel 4.18 d), the fluorescence image is however a�ected
by autofluorescence generated at the surface of the fish. A hybrid absorbance
- optoacoustic extinction spectrum of superfolder-GFP (sfGFP) measured in a
microfluidic chip (µ-Slide I 0.2 Luer, hydrophobic, uncoated, Ibidi, Germany) in the
system described in chapter 5 and in [27] is shown in panel 4.18 e). The spectrum
demonstrates the strong OA signal generation of GFP at 488 nm in contrast to
550 nm, where no OA signals can be generated. sfGFP is a GFP mutant that
exhibits nearly the same absorption spectrum as eGFP at a slightly higher QY of
0.65 compared to 0.6 of eGFP [158–160].
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Figure 4.18: Spiral multispectral optoacoustic mesoscopy of a 45-day-old transgenic
zebrafish (cldnb:GFP, sqET4:GFP). a) MIP of an OA reconstructions at 488 (green)
and 550 nm (red) of the transgenic zebrafish. b) Di�erence image (488-550 nm)
MIP of the same OA volumes in a). c) Cross-sectional MIP of a region below the
fin. d) Average intensity projection of the volumetric SPIM images of the same fish
acquired in the hybrid modality. e) Absorbance and OA spectrum of superfolder-GFP,
measured with a hybrid absorption - OA spectrometer explained in chapter 5 and in
[27].

Frequency decomposition

Furthermore, the contribution of the di�erent frequency bands in the reconstruction
of the 45-day-old transgenic zebrafish illustrated in 4.18 was investigated. Figure 4.19
a) shows the cumulative spectrum of all OA signals contributing to the reconstruction
and the decomposed subspectra used for the bandpass-filtered reconstruction for all
three frequency bands. Panels 4.19 b-d) show the reconstructions of the zebrafish
at three frequency bands covering low (2-10 MHz), mid (10-18 MHz) and high
(18-35 MHz) frequency bands, whereas panel e) illustrates the cross-section of the
ROI marked in panels b-d) in red, green and blue. As can be seen, the strongest
contrast can be attributed to the low frequency band, whereas high frequencies
only weakly contribute to the overall contrast. However, finer structures can be
only revealed within the higher frequency reconstruction.
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Figure 4.19: Frequency decomposition of the OA reconstructions of a 45-day-old
transgenic zebrafish. a) Mean frequency spectrum of all OA projections of the fish
after filtering with a butterworth-filter (third order) for low (2-10 MHz), middle
(10-18 MHz) and high (18-35 MHz) frequencies as well as the full spectrum. b) Panels
b)-d) show the respective reconstruction of the full fish, e) depicts the overlayed
slice marked in b-d) for each reconstruction volume. The scale bar in b)-d) and e)
correspond to 1 mm and 500 µm respectively.

4.5 Further system implementations

Another example for the versatile imaging capabilities of the hybrid platform is the
implementation of raster-scanning optoacoustic mesoscopy (RSOM) as presented in
[104,105]. Based on the multiple motor stages available in the system, the sample
can be vertically translated along the negative y-direction while the single-element
transducer is laterally translated in x-direction. Thus, a complete raster-scanning
grid over a large FOV can be established. In its first implementation in the hybrid
platform, scanning was performed with discrete motion at a stepsize of 100 µm
in both directions, which roughly corresponds to the focal spot size of the 20
MHz single-element detector and defines the lateral resolution. In contrast to the
high-resolution modality based on detectors with central frequencies at 50 and
100 MHz presented in [104, 105], the axial resolution using the 20 MHz detector
is much lower and in the range of the 35 µm as discussed previously. Again, the
axial resolution depends on the depth of the biological samples due to acoustic
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attenuation at higher frequencies. The image reconstruction is performed with a
back-projection algorithm. Figure 4.20 a) shows the scanning pattern of the raster-
scanning optoacoustic mesoscopy implementation in the hybrid system. The sample
is vertically translated in y-direction in discrete motion, whereas the spherically-
focused ultrasound detector is horizontally translated in the x-direction of the
system. Figure 4.20 b) showcases typical phantom imaging results.

Figure 4.20: Implementation of raster scanning optoacoustic mesoscopy and ul-
trasound imaging in the hybrid system. a) 3D scanning pattern of the ultrasound
transducer for both raster-scanning optoacoustic mesoscopy and ultrasound imaging.
While the sample is vertically translated, the transducer is laterally translated in
x-direction in discrete motion at each vertical sample position. b) Example phan-
tom imaging of gelatine beads filled with GFP with raster-scanning optoacoustic
mesoscopy in the hybrid system. The image size corresponds to 4 ◊ 4 mm.

Future advances can however push the raster-scanning abilities of the hybrid system
by implementing higher-frequency detectors. Furthermore, the sample can be
rotated in all directions, thus allowing the implementation of multi orientation raster-
scanning optoacoustic mesoscopy as has been demonstrated in [22]. The acquisition
speed of the system can also be enhanced by pushing the scanning approach towards
continuous motion. This can then be an interesting implementation for imaging of
biological samples labeled with reversibly switchable fluorescent proteins, which
allow to boost the CNR up to a factor of 50 [26,27].

Likewise, this raster-scanning geometry can also be used for pure ultrasound
imaging, based on the reflection of emitted ultrasound waves from the transducer.
By using a pulser (5077PR, Olympus NDT, Germany), the transducer can emit
ultrasonic waves in a predefined frequency range and detect the reflections as in
any conventional ultrasound imaging system.
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4.6 Conclusion

This chapter describes the implementation of single-element transducers into the
hybrid MSOT - SPIM system. First, the sensitivity of multiple transducers is
compared. These measurements reveal the poor sensitivity of the detector array
and the need for implementing larger and more sensitive single-element detectors.
Consequently, highly sensitive single-element detector were implemented into the
system and a novel spiral scanning geometry was introduced. This spiral scanning
geometry is based on the broad NA of the single-element transducers, which allows
to detect OA signals from over the full sample width while the sample is rotated and
vertically translated in front of the detector. Subsequently, technical aspects of the
implementation of spherically focused single-element detectors are discussed and
the system is thoroughly characterized in terms of noise, resolution, imaging depth
and contrast. The abilities of the novel system implementation are demonstrated
by imaging of transgenic zebrafish. Results show that the spiral optoacoustic
tomography modality in the hybrid system is able to image genetically labeled
fluorescent proteins such as GFP deep in developmental organisms, which may lead
to promising biological applications in future.



5 Development of a hybrid

absorption-optoacoustic spectrometer

5.1 Introduction

As described in detail in chapter 4, a strong SNR of the optoacoustic time transients
is crucial to obtain a good CNR for optoacoustic imaging. The sensitivity of the
detector plays a critical role for the ability of any OA imaging system to be able to
measure exogenous contrast (especially labeled fluorescent proteins) in biological
samples. However, another way of improving the CNR of exogenous contrast in OA
imaging is the use of reversibly switchable fluorescent proteins for genetic labeling
of the samples. As shown by Yao et al., final CNR improvements of up to 50
times can be achieved in depths of 10 mm using Bacterial Phytochrome (BphP1)
[26]. Further studies could confirm the strong gain in CNR by using rsFPs for
OA imaging [26,161–164]. The basic switching concept of rsFPs is characterized
by the change of either the absorbance spectrum or the QY when illuminated at
specific wavelength close to the absorption maximum. This e�ect has strongly
been exploited by super-resolution techniques (nanoscopy) in super-resolution
techniques based on stochastic (photoactivation localization microscopy / stochastic
optical reconstruction microscopy) and deterministic switching (stimulated emission
depletion microscopy / reversible saturable/switchable optically linear fluorescence
transition microscopy) [165].

The essential optical characteristics of rsFPs in fluorescence imaging have already
been well described in [166]. This characterization includes absorbance spectroscopy,
switching kinetics and photobleaching under CW illumination used in fluorescence
imaging. However, the essential characteristics of rsFPs in optoacoustic imaging
under typical OA imaging conditions using pulsed illumination are still unknown.
This is basically due to the high pulse energies used in OA imaging and the
relative long pauses in the millisecond range between illuminating pulses, so that
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dark-relaxation cannot be neglected anymore. For this reason, a hybrid optical-
optoacoustic spectrometer based on the nanosecond excitation pulses emitted from
the OPO-laser described in chapter 3 was developed and its applicability was
demonstrated by a profound characterization of the rsFPs in optoacoustics. This is
particularly important to enable the use and to facilitate the choice of rsFPs for
OA imaging applications. Findings presented in this chapter and the underlying
technology were published by Vetschera et al. [27].

Optoacoustic spectroscopy

Optoacoustic (photoacoustic) spectroscopy goes back to 1930ies, when gases were
firstly analyzed applying the method [167]. However, the insu�cient technological
facilitities at the time in terms of pulsed illumination and ultrasound detection have
hindered progress for decades [116]. Only in the 1970ies, Allan Rosencwaig firstly
published an experimental setup for a photoacoustic spectrometer demonstrating
the OA spectrum on the proteins cytochrome c and hemoglobin, which exhibit
strong absorption peaks in the visible range [168]. The following years shed more
light on the possible applications of optoacoustic spectroscopy in various scientific
areas including bulk studies (including biological applications), surface studies and
de-excitation studies [169] and the theoretical background [170] of the spectroscopic
measurements. Due to the technological standards at the time, the illumination
of first OA spectroscopy measurements was based on a high-pressure Xe lamp, a
monochromator and a chopper [168], which limits the pulse length and consequently
the acoustic frequency spectrum of the emitted sound waves as well as the repetition
rate of the data acquisition. More recently, published OA spectroscopy systems
in the visible range are based on OPO lasers emitting nanosecond pulses and
providing repetition rates up to 100 Hz. The application and use of such systems
has thoroughly been demonstrated by characterizing chromoproteins and fluorescent
proteins [171] for OA imaging. Standard fluorescent proteins have great potential
as genetic labels for deep in-vivo OA imaging, however they usually exhibit a low
PGE, thus the imaging contrast of these OA labels is relatively weak compared
to strong endogenous absorbers like hemoglobin and melanin. RsFPs have the
potential to overcome this limitation by using temporal unmixing schemes which
allows to distinguish between the time-dependent labeled contrast and the constant
background signals of non-switching absorbers.

The fundamental principle of rsFPs is based on reversible switching between
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metastable electron states in the proteins by illumination at specific wavelengths.
The electron states can be distinguished between chromophore planarity, stability
and protonation [27]. These parameters define the absorption and emission spectra
of the proteins. RsFPs can be classified in two groups: Photochromic rsFPs which
change in absorption spectra and rsFPs with a change in quantum yield.
The use of rsFPs for optoacoustic imaging is challenging, due to the protein’s
varying kinetics which is characterized by the switching half life time. This half
life time strongly depends on the light fluence, the illumination power and the
repetition rate of the illuminating laser pulses - thus any optoacoustic imaging
system measuring rsFPs needs to be adapted in these terms for the optimal usage
of the proteins.

5.2 Methods

In order to study the characteristics of the most common rsFPs, a custom made
hybrid absorption - OA spectrometer has been developed to investigate the charac-
teristics of rsFPs for optoacoustic imaging. The OA modality of the apparatus is
based on the nanosecond laser pulses emitted from an OPO laser, sample excitation
of the protein in a microfluidic chip and acoustic detection by an ultrasonic trans-
ducer. The absorption measurements by this system are based on a fiber-coupled
broadband white light illumination and subsequent detection of the transmitted
signal by a commercial spectrometer. Figure 5.1 illustrates the scheme of the setup.
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Figure 5.1: Scheme of the hybrid absorption-optoacoustic spectrometer setup: OPO:
Optical Parametric Oscillator, HWP, Half-wave plate, PBS: Polarizing beam splitter,
FW: Filter wheel, ES: Electronic shutter, L: Lens, FB: Fiber bundle, WL: Whitelight
lamp, MF: Multimode fiber, AS: Absorption spectrometer, SC: Sample chamber, R:
Reference chip, S: Sample chip, T: Transducer, AM: Amplifier, DAQ: Data acquisition
card, MC: Microcontroller, PC: Personal Computer.

5.2.1 Optoacoustic spectroscopy methods

Nanosecond laser pulses at a repetition rate of 50 Hz are generated by the same OPO
laser (Spitlight-DPSS 250 ZHG-OPO, Innolas, Germany) as for the hybrid SPIM-
OA system described in chapter 3, which covers a wavelength range from 420-2100
nm. In this setup, due to optical attenuation of the available components (half-wave
plate, polarizing beam splitter) and the choice of the proteins in this study, only
the wavelength range from 420 to 800 nm is covered. However, the energy per pulse
spectrum of the OPO laser is not constant over the whole wavelength range which
is critical for accurate OA spectroscopy. Thus, a HWP in a motorized rotation
stage (PRM1Z8, Thorlabs, Germany), a PBS and a lookup table are used to ensure
the constant laser pulse energies over the whole illumination spectrum. The lookup
table was created before any OA spectroscopy measurement by measuring the laser
pulse energy for the whole wavelength range and at each relevant rotation angle of
the half-wave plate with a powermeter (Vega, Ophir, Israel) at the output of the
fiber. Figure 5.2 shows the measured pulse energies for wavelengths from 420 to
800 nm as a function of the rotation angle of the motorized half-wave plate.
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Figure 5.2: Laser pulse energy modulation based on the lookup table. a) Pulse
energy at the output of the fiber as a function of the rotation angle of the motorized
half-wave plate. Each sinusoidal function corresponds to a certain wavelength,
wavelengths < 710 nm reveal an increasing power with increasing rotation angle,
wavelengths > 710 nm show decreasing power with increasing angle of the half-wave
plate due to the 45¶ rotation of the polarizing beam splitter at the output of the
laser. The dashed line indicates the pulse energies at an angular position of 50¶ used
in panel b), which shows the the pulse energies as function of wavelength.

The resolution for wavelengths and rotation angles was 5 nm and 5¶ respectively.
As can be seen in figure 5.2 b), the laser pulse energy increases up to ≥ 450 nm
and then decreases linearly up to 710 nm at a fixed polarization of the half-wave
plate. At 710 nm, the polarizing cube at the output of the laser is rotated by
45¶ and consequently allows near-infrared photons to be emitted from the OPO.
The automatic switching of the polarizing cube at the laser output is controlled
by a stepper-motor and a microcontroller (Arduino Uno, USA). Furthermore, the
micro-controller also switches the filter wheel from a visible to a near-infrared
bandpass filter, so that the visible fraction of the laser pulses at wavelengths >
710 nm are blocked. This is equally applied to wavelengths below 710 nm, where
the near-infrared share of the pulses is blocked by the electronic filter wheel. At
wavelengths > 710 nm, the output pulse energies slightly increase up to 750 nm and
remain approximately constant at wavelengths over 750 nm. Based on the recorded
laser pulse energy data, the lookup table is calculated by fitting sinusoids to the
recorded values. The fitted lookup table consequently enables to find the respective
rotation angle of the rotation stage for a chosen pulse energy at each wavelength.
In this work, pulse energies of ≥ 1.3 mJ are used at the output of the fiber for
sample illumination. Figure 5.3 shows the resulting pulse energy spectrum using
the lookup table at the output of the fiber and the initial pulse energy spectrum at
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the output of the OPO.

Figure 5.3: Pulse energy spectrum of the OPO laser. a) Uncorrected spectrum of
the laser output pulse energy. The red line denotes the mean over the whole spectrum,
the dashed line corresponds to the switching of the polarizer cube for signal and
idler photons. b) Flat power spectrum measured at the fiber output using the power
control based on the HWP, the PBS and a lookup table. The red line in both panels
denotes the mean pulse energy over the whole spectrum. The dashed line corresponds
to the transition wavelength from the visible to the NIR range, when the polarizing
cube at the output of the laser is rotated by 45¶ for emitting signal or idler photons.

An electronic shutter (SHB1, Thorlabs, Germany) controls the beam propagation,
so that the laser illumination can be blocked when absorption measurements
with the broadband whitelight lamp and the optical spectrometer are performed.
Consequently, pulses are coupled into a multimode fiber bundle (CeramOptec,
Germany) consisting of 430 fused multimode fibers of 200 µm diameter via a
broadband spherical lens (focal length of 125 mm).

Samples for the OA spectroscopy measurements are diluted and injected into a
microfluidic chip (µ-Slide I 0.2 Luer, hydrophobic, uncoated, Ibidi, Germany) with
a diameter of 200 µm. Thus, the generated optoacoustic frequencies are within a
suitable frequency range for the low-frequency single-element detector (V382-SU,
3.5 MHz, Olympus, Germany) with a central frequency of 3.5 MHz. Reference OA
signals are generated by the illumination of a second microfluidic chip filled with
Indian ink which is placed in between the fiber output and the sample itself (figure
5.1). The optoacoustic signals measured by the transducer are amplified by 60 dB
using a wideband voltage amplifier (DHPVA-100, Femto, Germany) and digitized
with a 12 bit data acquisition card (RZE-002-400, Gage, USA) at 100 MS/s. Figure
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5.4 a shows a typical time transient of the fluorescent protein hcRed and Indian ink
as reference. Figure 5.4 b) shows the respective frequency spectrum of the sample
and the reference.

Figure 5.4: Typical OA signals (10 averages) of hcRed and Indian ink acquired with
the spectrometer in time and frequency domain: a) Time transient of the OA signals
generated by hcRed at 575 nm illumination and the corresponding OA reference
signal generated by Indian ink. b) Frequency domain spectrum of the OA signals
generated by hcRed (red) and Indian ink (black).

Optoacoustic signals were measured over 10 pulses at each wavelength and sub-
sequently the signals of the sample and the reference were separated in time (see
Figure 5.4). The peak-to-peak values for sample signals were subsequently divided
by the normalized corresponding reference signal to correct for laser pulse deviations.
In order to remove the residual noise, the minimum of the uncorrected optoacoustic
spectrum was subtracted.

To demonstrate the importance of the power control based on the half-wave plate
and the polarizing beam splitter and the pulse-to-pulse correction using Indian
ink as a reference compound, OA spectra of the fluorescent protein hcRed were
measured with and without corrections. The absorption peak of hcRed is at around
600 nm, a wavelength range where the laser pulse energy has a steep slope in
contrast to wavelengths below 500 nm (see figure 5.3). Absorption spectra for
the protein were measured beforehand using a commercial spectrometer (UV-1800
spectrophotometer, Shimadzu, Japan) with a better resolution than the fiber-
coupled spectrometer used in the hybrid system. As can be seen in Figure 5.5,
both correction methods strongly improve the spectra quality toward the shape of
the absorption spectrum. This can be quantified by the correlation coe�cient (r2)
between the OA and the absorption spectrum, resulting in a gain in correlation r2
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of ≥ 3 % for each correction alone and ≥ 3.5 % for both methods combined.

Figure 5.5: E�ects of spectral pulse energy correction and pulse-to-pulse energy
correction on the optoacoustic spectra (solid) of hcRed. The spectral energy correction
is performed by keeping the pulse energy stable at ≥ 1.3mJ using the motorized HWP,
the PBS and the lookup table. The pulse-to-pulse energy correction is based on the
OA reference signals generated by Indian ink. The dashed line shows the respective
absorbance spectrum of hcRed. a) No spectral energy correction, no pulse-to-pulse
correction, b) no spectral energy correction, pulse-to-pulse correction, c) spectral
energy correction, no pulse-to-pulse correction, d) spectral pulse energy correction,
pulse-to-pulse correction. r2 denotes the correlation coe�cient of the optoacoustic
and the absorbance spectra.

Another critical aspect of OA spectroscopy experiments is thermal stability over time,
since a temperature increase due to the energy deposition by the laser would lead
to an increased speed of sound and consequently to increased OA signal generation.
However, profound analysis of the peak pulse distance from the transducer to the
sample does not reveal any drift during experiment with our system (figure 5.6
b). Furthermore, monitoring the measurement with a highly sensitive NIR camera
(FLIR E60, FLIR Systems GmbH, Germany) with a sensitivity of < 0.05¶C) did
not show any temperature increase during the experiment (see figure 5.6 c).
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Figure 5.6: Temperature monitoring during a 5 min OA kinetics measurement of
Dronpa-M159T. a) OA signal during cycled illumination with illumination 488 and
420 nm. b) Respective sampling position of the maximum and minimum of the OA
signals for the first 100 pulses of each of the 5 cycles recorded in the experiment
shown in a). The sampling rate for this measurement was increased to 200 MS/s,
which corresponds to the maximum sampling rate of the DAQ card. c) Temperature
of the sample chip during the experiments shown in a), the red square indicates the
ROI where the temperature was precisely measured with the near-infrared camera.

Reference compounds

The use of Indian ink as source of reference signals is justified by its broad absorption
spectrum, the high absorption coe�cient, low photobleaching and OA linearity for
the laser energies used in the project. Figure 5.7 shows the linearity and bleaching
of Indian ink compared to other linear reference compounds known from literature
[172].
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Figure 5.7: Linearity and bleaching of Indian ink compared to other reference
compounds. a) Linearity of Copper sulfate (CuSO4, Indian ink and Brilliant Blue
G. b) Bleaching of Indian ink and Brilliant Blue G illuminated at 580 nm and pulse
energies of 1.3 mJ.

However, the OA signals generated by Indian ink at high pulse energies (Ø 100
mJ /pulse) are prone to create anomalous photoacoustic e�ects based on chemical
reactions involving heat in the sample chamber [173]. To make sure that this
e�ect based on particle size and deposited heat does not a�ect the linearity of the
reference Indian ink in the hybrid OA-absorption system, the linearity of various
ink particles was tested (see figure 5.8). The data shows that linearity can be
assumed for all concentrations, particles sizes and over the whole fluence range used
for measurements in the hybrid spectrometer. Nevertheless, the size of the particles
has an influence on the OA signal strength and thus needs to be constant over the
whole timeframe of the measurements.
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Figure 5.8: Linearity of Indian ink at three di�erent concentrations and particle
sizes.

5.2.2 Absorption spectroscopy methods

The absorption spectra were acquired after each excitation wavelength by inter-
rupting the laser illumination with the electronic shutter, which is controlled by
receiving TTL signals from the micro-controller (Arduino Uno, USA). The same
micro-controller opens the shutter of the fiber-coupled broadband white light illu-
mination source (DH-2000, Ocean Optics, Germany) which combines the light of a
halogen and a deuterium lamp. Each recording is averaged over 20 acquisitions at
an exposure time of ≥ 10 ms. The measured transmission spectrum is consequently
divided by a reference spectrum and subsequently subtracted from a vector of ones.
This reference spectrum was recorded in exactly the same microfluidic chip filled
with phosphate bu�ered saline. This procedure is necessary since every chip has
a slightly di�erent intrinsic absorbance and thus di�erent chips would alter the
absorption spectrum of the sample. Absorbance spectra were averaged over 5 nm
for representing the same spectral resolution as the OA spectra. Furthermore, shifts
of the baseline introduced by fluctuations of the whitelight lamp are corrected by
shifting the spectrum to zero.
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5.3 Characterization of reversibly switchable fluorescent

proteins (rsFPs)

The large application range of the hybrid spectrometer is firstly demonstrated by
the characterization of a representative selection of rsFPs in optoacoustics. The
rsFPs in this study are widely used in nanoscopy, table 5.1 shows the rsFPs taken
into account for this study and their respective optical properties for nanoscopic
applications.

rsFP Absorption Emission Quantum M. absorption
maximum maximum yield coe�cient.

(nm) (nm) (M-1 · cm-1)
Dronpaa 503 / 390a 518a 0 .85a, 0.67k 95,000a

rsFastLimeb 496b / ≥ 390 518b 0.77b, 0.60d 39,094b, 46,000d

Dronpa-M159Tb 489b / ≥ 390 515b 0.23b, 0.33c, 0.28k 61,732b, 56,000k

Padrond 503 / 396d 522a 0.64d 43,000d

rsEGFP2e 478 / 408e 503e 0.3e 61,300e

rsCherryf 572f / ≥ 405 610f 0.02j 80,000j

rsCherryRevf 572f / ≥ 405 608f 0.0051j 42,300j, 84,000k

rsCherryRev1.4g 572 / 450g 609g

rsTagRFPh 565 / 440h 585h 0.11h 36,800h

BphP1i 756 / 678i n.a.i n.a.i 78,300i

a) Ando R., Science, 2004 [174] b) Stiel A.C., Biochem. J., 2007 [175]

c) Ando R., Biophys. J., 2007 [176] d) Andresen M., Nat. Biotechnol., 2008 [166]

e) Grotjohann T., eLIFE, 2012 [177] f) Stiel A.C., Biophys. J., 2008 [178]

g) Lavoie-Cardinal F., ChemPhysChem, 2014 [179] h) Subach F.V., Chemistry & Biology, 2010 [180]

i) Yao J., Nat. Methods., 2015 [26] j) Shcherbakova D.M., Annu. Rev. Biophys., 2014 [181]

k) Zhou, X.X., Curr. Opin. in Chem. Biol., 2013 [182]

Table 5.1: Optical absorption properties of the rsFPs investigated in this study.

This study focuses on the green GFP derivatives (Dronpa, Dronpa-M1559T, Padron,
rsEGFP2, rsFastLime) because of their di�erent switching kinetics while exhibiting
a similar absorption spectrum. The switching characteristics of these rsFPs under
continuous illumination for fluorescence application have already been studied
extensively [166,174,178], details can be found in table 5.2.

5.3.1 Spectroscopic characterization of rsFPs

Generally, rsFPs with a low QY are more suitable for OA applications since they
exhibit a higher level of non-radiative de-excitiation that leads to stronger OA
signals. This can be quantified by the PGE. Figure 5.9 illustrates the switching
schemes with pulsed illumination used in this study:
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rsFP switching equilibrium switch-on switch-o� dark
mode state t1/2on (s) t1/2o� (s) relaxation

fluorescence t1/2 (s)
Dronpab,d negative 100 %d 0.1b, 0.12d 263b, 115d 50,400b

rsFastLimeb,d negative 93 %d 0.11b, 0.03d 5b, 2.6d 480b

Dronpa-M159Tb negative ≥100 % 0.05 0.23 30
Padrond positive 5 % 5.6 0.06 9000
rsEGFP2e negative ≥100 % 0.0005
rsCherryf positive 32 % 3 0.05 40
rsCherryRevf negative 8 % 0.05 0.7 13
rsCherryRev1.4g negative ≥8 %
rsTagRFPh negative 33 % 0.0028 0.18 ≥3300
BphP1i negative n.a.
a) Ando R., Science, 2004 [174] b) Stiel A.C., Biochem. J., 2007 [175]

c) Ando R., Biophys. J., 2007 [176] d) Andresen M., Nat. Biotechnol., 2008 [166]

e) Grotjohann T., eLIFE, 2012 [177] f) Stiel A.C., Biophys. J., 2008 [178]

g) Lavoie-Cardinal F., ChemPhysChem, 2014 [179] h) Subach F.V., Chemistry & Biology, 2010 [180]

i) Yao J., Nat. Methods., 2015 [26] j) Shcherbakova D.M., Annu. Rev. Biophys., 2014 [181]

k) Zhou, X.X., Curr. Opin. in Chem. Biol., 2013 [182]

Table 5.2: Switching properties of rsFPs under continuous illumination (i.e. for
fluorescence excitation) illumination (only values from one source are comparable) of
the rsFPs investigated in this study.

Figure 5.9: Illumination switching schemes used in this study on rsFPs. Curly arrows
illustrate light excitation and fluorescence emission at the corresponding wavelengths.
The fluorescence emission wavelength corresponds to the mean fluorescence emission
wavelength of all proteins in the respective group. Curved lines represent the generated
ultrasound waves, the number of lines indicates the relative emission amplitude.
Switching states A and B are represented with their respective absorption maximum
(the most prevalent absorption maximum is given for classes with several members).
The large round arrows illustrate state transitions, dashed arrows denote dark state
relaxation. For switching type II and III, the switching directions in are reversed in
fluorescence and optoacoustic imaging.
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To ensure maximum switching, illuminating wavelengths were selected to be as
close as possible to the respective peak absorption of the protein. However, the
wavelength range of the OPO laser (420-2100 nm) was a limiting factor for the
ON-switching of the Dronpa-and Padron-like proteins, which exhibit the OFF-peak
usually at around 400 nm.

As a first step for the spectroscopic characterization, hybrid OA-absorption spectra
of the rsFPs were recorded (see figure 5.10). The correlation of the optoacoustic and
the absorption spectra is above 94% for all rsFPs recorded, except for Dronpa which
exhibts a very high QY and thus a low PGE. The PGE for the peak maxima of each
protein can directly be extracted from the data. Table 5.3 shows the photoacoustic
generation e�ciency of the proteins relative to the OA standard CuSO4.
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Figure 5.10: Optoacoustic (solid) and absorbance (thin / hollow) spectra of rsFPs
in the ON and OFF states. Colors are chosen along the switching schemes in figure
5.9. Absorbance spectra are normalized to the OA equilibrium state. Type denotes
the respective switching modes which are explained in figure 5.9. For Dronpa d),
rsCherryRev g) and rsCherryRev1.4 h), switching was not detectable. Abbreviations:
Dr = Dronpa, rsFL = rsFastlime, Ch = Cherry.

Generally, the PGE is inversely proportional to the QY, which results in a low PGE
for Dronpa (<0.1) and high PGEs for rsCherry and Dronpa-M159T. Furthermore,
photochromic rsFPs exhibit a high dynamic range that can be exploited for imaging
applications [26, 163]. On the other hand, QY-changer rsFPs (especially those with
a low QY) can only be exploited for infinitesimal OA signal changes. Moreover, the
present switching state of the absorption and OA spectra can be better compared
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when measured concomitantly. In figure 5.11, the absorption spectrum is obtained
by concatenating of the averaged fractions of the absorption spectrum that has
been illuminated by laser pulses at the respective wavelength directly before (e.g.
497.5-502.5 nm after illumination at 500 nm).

Figure 5.11: Concomitantly measured optoacoustic (solid) and absorbance (thin /
hollow) spectra of selected rsFPs in the ON and OFF state. Colors are chosen along
the switching schemes in Figure 5.9. Absorbance spectra are normalized to the OA
equilibrium state. Type denotes the respective switching modes which are equally
explained in figure 5.9.

5.3.2 Optoacoustic switching kinetics of rsFPs

In a next step, the switching behaviour of rsFPs under pulsed illumination conditions
used in optoacoustics (7 ns pulse length, 1.3 mJ / per pulse, 50 Hz repetition rate)
is investigated 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Optoacoutics switching kinetics of rsFPs in the ON and OFF state.
Multiple cycles are presented to demonstrate photostability. Insets depict the central
cycle of the respective switching trace, color bars denote the respective illumination
wavelength. Abbreviations are defined as in figure 5.10.

A proper understanding of the switching kinetics is essential for any imaging
application, since modulation and thus a gain in the image CNR can only be
obtained with a reasonable illumination pattern. Figure 5.12 clearly shows the
di�erent switching speeds from slow (Dronpa) to fast (Dronpa-M159T) known
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from fluorescence switching. In general, OA switching is much slower compared to
fluorescence switching due to dark relaxation during two consecutive illumination
pulses, which corresponds to ≥ 20 ms at a repetition rate of 50 Hz. Measurements
results on the OA switching speed, the dynamic range and OA photobleaching can
be found in table 5.3, all data is extracted from the switching cycles shown in figure
5.12.

rsFP t1/2o� (s) Dynamic PGE* in PGE* t1/2 (min)
switch-o� range equilibrium state photobleaching

Dronpa 19.78 0.57 0.03
rsFastLime 5.81 0.68 0.06 29.18
Dronpa-M159T 0.64 0.89 0.68 55.35
Padron 4.99 0.61 0.62 0.49 36.27
rsEGFP2 1.78 0.88 0.46 16.54
rsCherry 16.49 0.28 0.74 0.69 63.68
rsCherryRev 0.47
rsCherryRev1.4 0.46
rsTagRFP 14.16 0.91 0.45 24.52
BphP1 0.65 0.90 0.31 0.53
* relative to CuSO4

Table 5.3: Optoacoustic switching properties under pulsed illumination (1.3
mJ/pulse, 7 ns pulse length, 50 Hz repetition rate) of rsFPs measured with the
hybrid spectrometer.

Figure 5.13 directly illustrates the photobleaching of the rsFPs, the data is directly
taken from the peaks of each ON cycle presented in figure 5.12

Figure 5.13: Photobleaching as a function of time for rsFPs. Dronpa is excluded
due to low data quality, Bacterial Phytochrome does not reveal significant bleaching
over one hour of illumination as shown in figure 5.12.

To investigate more on the e�ect of dark relaxation during two consecutive pulses,
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measurements on switching cycles for Dronpa-M159T and rsEGFP2 were performed
at multiple laser repetition rates from 10 to 50 Hz (see figure 5.14). Higher
repetition rates result in decreasing switching half-life times t1/2o�. For example,
for Dronpa-M159T, the switching half-life time t1/2o� decreases from ≥ 5 s to ≥ 1
s by increasing the laser repetition rate from 10 to 50 Hz. Consequently, dark
relaxation can be neglected for very high repetition lasers in the Megahertz regime.

Figure 5.14: Dependence of the switching time of Dronpa-M159T and rsEGFP on
the laser repetition rate. a) Switching cycles of Dronpa-M159T at repetition rates of
10, 25 and 50 Hz. b) Switching half-life times t1/2o� (s) of Dronpa-M159T, rsEGFP
and simulated data for Dronpa-M159T at multiple repetition rates, the data for
Dronpa-M159T and rsEGFP is extracted from a).

Additionally, the dependence of the OA switching half-life time on the illuminating
pulse energy was validated. Figure 5.15 a) shows the switching cycles of Dronpa-
M159T at multiple pulse energies, figure 5.15 b) illustrates the decreasing half-life
times t1/2o� as a function of the pulse energy. As known from results in fluorescence
imaging with CW illumination, t1/2o� decreases exponentially with increasing
illumination pulse energy.
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Figure 5.15: Dependence of the switching time of Dronpa-M159T and rsEGFP on
the pulse energy. a) Switching cycles of Dronpa-M159T at four di�erent pulse energies
at 0.6, 1.3 1.95 and 2.6 mJ. b) Switching half-life times t1/2o� (s) of Dronpa-M159T,
rsEGFP and simulated data for Dronpa-M159T at multiple pulse energies. The data
for Dronpa-M159T and rsEGFP is extracted from a).

Furthermore, the pulse illumination repetition rate and the pulse length have an
e�ect on the protein’s photobleaching. For quantitative assessment, a custom-built,
overdriven laser diode at 450 nm [183] was used to illuminate a cover slip with
superfolder-GFP. The diode was triggered by a function generator (Rigol, Germany)
allowing repetition rates of up to 50 MHz and consequently pulse lengths of 10 ns at
a duty cycle of 50 %. For the experiments, repetition rates and pulse durations of
50 MHz / 10 ns, 5 MHz / 100 ns, 500 kHz / 1000 ns and CW illumination (using a
duty cycle of 99.9 %) were chosen as well as a constant power of 500 µW. Constant
power was ensured by measuring the power before the bleaching experiments for
each repetition rate using a powermeter (PM100D, Thorlabs, Germany). The
fluorescence signals were bandpass filtered and consequently measurerd with a
photodiode (SPCM-AQRH-13, Excelitas, Canada). Digitization was performed
over 300 s at an aquisition rate of 100 samples/s with a data acquisition card
(PCIe-6353, National Instruments, USA). Overall, higher repetition rates result in
faster bleaching compared to slower repetition rates in CW illumination (Figure
5.16). This can be explained by the multiphoton absorption of the protein which
results in transitions to long-lived or higher-order singlet and triplet states [160].
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Figure 5.16: Photobleaching of superfolder-GFP (sfGFP) measured with a photo-
diode as a function of time for multiple illumination pulse lengths and illumination
pulse repetition rates.

5.4 Further applications

5.4.1 Optoacoustic characterization of a calcium sensor

The developed optoacoustic spectrometer is an important tool that allows to
characterize many other absorbers that are useful for optoacoustic imaging. For
example, a Ca2+ sensor for photoacoustics (CaSPA), has been developed at our
Institute, which allows to determine optoacoustic intensity changes that depend
on the Ca2+ concentration [184]. Calcium is an important messenger in biological
organism that controls processes e.g. in immune and neuronal cells as well as muscles.
Thus, deep tissue, high-resolution in vivo imaging of these process can enable new
insights in the understanding of the underlying physiological mechanisms. In
contrast to optical imaging modalities, OA imaging provides the necessary imaging
depth for sensing Ca2+ fluxes in deeper tissues layers. This section is based on a
publication by Roberts et al. [184].

The optoacoustic spectrometer allows to quantify the OA signal intensity of the
full extinction spectrum of CaSPA when unbound and bound to Ca2+ ions. At the
absorption peak of 550 nm, the OA intensity decreases by a factor of ≥ 2 when
39 µM of Ca2+ are added to the sensor. This strongly correlates (r2 = 0.99) with
both changes in the absorbance peak and the fluorescence emission peak at 634
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nm respectively, when Ca2+ is added. With its low QY of 0.01, CaSPA is well
designed for OA applications. Furthermore, CaSPA exhibits strong photostability
at the peak absorbance (550 nm) over 5000 pulses revealing almost no loss in signal
intensity during the time frame.
The promising photophysical characteristics of CaSPA in optoacoustics acquired
with the optoacoustic spectrometer were the base for OA imaging experiments at
the institute. Consequently, calcium fluxes in cells and heart organoids as well
as in zebrafish brains could be measured with an OR-resolution OA microscope
[156,184]. These results demonstrate the potential of CaSPA for further discoveries
of biological processes in deeper tissue layers.

5.4.2 Optoacoustic characterization of the site-directed mutagenesis of

the phycobiliprotein smURFP

Another example of the broad application range of the OA spectrometer is the
characterization of mutants of the phycobiliprotein smURFP. smURFP was the first
protein engineered for fluorescence imaging [185]. It exhibits strong absorptivity,
low photobleaching and a high quantum yield, thus it is also an interesting label
for optical microscopy [186]. With its peak absorbance at 640 or 680 nm [187], its
absorption spectrum is also in a wavelength range that is interesting for OA imaging.
However, smURFP has so far only been optimized for fluorescence imaging, thus
its PGE is relatively weak. Consequently, the cell engineering group our institute
introduced mutations to the protein in order to decrease its QY and hence increase
its PGE. The OA spectrometer was subsequently used to profoundly characterize
the OA characteristics of wild-type smURFP and its mutants. Findings in this
section are in the process of being published by Fuenzalida-Werner et al. [186],
which also describes more details on the smURFP characterization.

Results show that the PGE of smURFP mutants that have been characterized so
far can increase up to ≥ 50 % compared to wild-type smURFP (for the mutant
Y56L). Likewise, the mutated Y56L exhibits a red-shifted absorption peak from 645
to 675 nm. However, energy dissipates into other channels than fluorescence and
non-radiative relaxation due to the decreased stabilization of the mutants. Thus,
the PGE of Y56L is still lower than the one of the widespread and more red-shifted
iRFP720. The remaining challenge in protein engineering is now to find a way to
stabilize the proteins and still decrease the PGE and the red-shift. Broad screening
of further mutations and consequent characterization with the OA spectrometer
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might thus lead to further improvements for smurFP, so that the protein will be
even more attractive as a label in OA imaging.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter a novel hybrid absorption-optoacoustic spectrometer based on an
OPO laser was introduced that enables to measure both absorption and extinction
spectra with high correlation. The usability and applicability of the system are
demonstrated by a comprehensive characterization of a representative selection
of reversibly switchable fluorescent proteins and other proteins designed for OA
imaging such as mutants of the phycobiliprotein smURFP. The hybrid spectrometer
also allows to gain important characteristics of the rsFPs such as the switching
kinetics [27].

The characterization of the rsFPs allows to draw several conclusions for their use
in OA imaging. First, photochromic rsFPs outperform QY changer due to their
higher dynamic range in OA signal generation. Second, the switching kinetics of
rsFPs under pulsed illumination as used in OA is slowed down compared to CW
illumination due to dark relaxation during the laser pulses. However, this e�ect can
be overcome by using lasers with high repetition rates. Moreover, the switching
speed exponentially depends on the repetition rate and the laser power as well as
photobleaching increases for higher repetition rates. Among the investigated rsFPs,
Bacterial Phytochrome exhibits the best characteristics for OA imaging applications:
a strong photoacoustic generation e�ciency, a high dynamic range, fast switching
kinetics and weak photobleaching. Additionally, the NIR excitation wavelengths
used for switching BphP1 are highly suitable for OA imaging applications due the
high penetration depth and strong absorption of hemoglobin at wavelengths greater
than 700 nm. Nevertheless, also green rsFPs such as Dronpa-M159T are highly
suitable for OA imaging applications, since BphP1 outperforms Dronpa-M159T
only in terms of photobleaching. The switching kinetics shown in this chapter can
be exploited for OA imaging in two di�erent ways. Either by full switching and
subsequent subtraction of the images in two states towards a di�erential image
[26,163,164] or by signal modulation and lock-in detection in the frequency domain.
This may be advantageous for imaging systems at high repetition rates ( > 400
kHz).
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In summary, the hybrid absorption-optoacoustic spectrometer introduced in this
chapter allows to characterize important properties of common optoacoustic labels
in terms of PGE, spectral features, kinetics and photobleaching. The wide range of
applications has been demonstrated by the characterization of rsFPs in optoacoustics,
which may contribute to further boost the contrast in imaging with the hybrid
SPIM - OA tomography system and other optoacoustic modalities.
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For this thesis, a novel hybrid microscopy platform combining SPIM and MSOT
was further advanced, in order to enable high-resolution imaging of biological
development at penetration depths not accessible to purely optical methods. The
thesis describes both SPIM and the OA tomography modality, it first gives an
overview of the physical principles underlying optical and optoacoustic imaging in
general. Technological aspects and system development are discussed, after which
the thesis addresses the applications of the system in developmental biology and
beyond. SPIM is an optical microscopy modality well suited for fast volumetric
imaging of genetically labeled structures in young and transparent model organisms
such as zebrafish. However, SPIM imaging becomes di�usive in older and thicker
specimens due to scattering. The OA tomography modality allows the imaging
optical absorbance deep within the samples without losing resolution because the
generated ultrasound is only weakly scattered in tissue. Combining these two
modalities enables tracking of development over longer timescales. SPIM is already
a well-established tool in the biological sciences, and high-resolution OA tomography
is fast emerging in basic and applied bioimaging as it is o�ering unique advantages
over many other techniques.

In this work, the first implementation of optoacoustic tomography into the SPIM
system was based on a high-frequency linear transducer array, which allowed the
imaging of endogenous contrast such as blood, melanin and lipids deep in model
organisms at resolutions up to 35 µm. The multispectral illumination at wavelengths
in both the visible and the near-infrared range allowed spectral unmixing of these
endogenous sources of contrast. Experimental results acquired with the array-based
optoacoustic modality described in chapter 3 can reveal anatomical structures
deep in zebrafish based on the absorption of light by melanin, oxygenized and
de-oxygenized hemoglobin and lipid / water. However, due to the small size of
the elements in the detector array, the sensitivity of the system was insu�cient
to detect OA signals of absorbers with a weak photoacoustic generation e�ciency
such as the fluorescent protein GFP, which is used as genetical label for specific
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structures in zebrafish. Thus, the transducer array was replaced with a highly
sensitive single-element detector covering a broad detection angle due to its high
numerical aperture. A spiral scanning geometry was implemented to rotate and
vertically translate the sample in front of the single-element detector and thereby
ensure full-view detection for samples up to more than 10 mm in length. Due to the
strong SNR of the modality based on single-element detectors, up to 8 wavelengths
can be acquired without averaging during one single scan with the system. This
novel spiral multispectral optoacoustic tomography approach allowed imaging of
genetically labeled structures with fluorescent proteins such as GFP.

The second part of this thesis describes the work on another sample-based approach
allowing to boost the contrast-to-noise ratio in optoacoustic imaging based on
reversibly switchable FPs. These proteins have enabled tremendous advances in
sub-di�raction microscopy [188, 189] and allow to enhance the contrast-to-noise
ratio in optoacoustic imaging by a factor of 50 [26]. For this reason, a novel hybrid
absorption-optoacoustic spectrometer was developed that was based on the same
optical parametric oscillation laser as the hybrid microscope. The system enables the
characterization of spectroscopic and switching properties and the photoacoustic
generation e�ciency of reversibly switchable FPs under pulsed illumination in
optoacoustics. The knowledge gained in this research is an important step toward
applying the proteins as genetic labels for optoacoustic imaging with the hybrid
system and other optoacoustic imaging modalities.

6.1 Outlook

The hybrid SPIM- OA tomography system can be further improved in several
domains. These firstly include technical aspects such as the image reconstruction,
which still has potential for improvements by including the spatial sensitivity field.
Furthermore, applying model-based algorithms has shown advantages in other
optoacoustic tomography modalities, since these algorithms can take into account
more specific system characteristics such as the transducer’s geometry [116]. Due
to the lower number of projections when using single-element detectors compared
to linear arrays, applying model-based algorithms becomes computationally more
feasible compared to the array-based OA tomography. To further increase the
system sensitivity, novel ultrasound detectors can be tested which can be based
on both novel piezo-electric transducers covering various frequency bands or all-
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optical detectors. Using detectors covering di�erent frequency bandwidths leads to
interesting insights toward scalable imaging at high-resolution with deep penetration
depth. Furthermore, another exciting possibility is the implementation of continuous
raster scanning optoacoustic mesoscopy in the system. This can then be applied to
biological samples labeled with reversibly switchable fluorescent proteins, which
promises to further boost the imaging contrast-to-noise ratio by a factor of 50
[26, 27]. In regard to biological applications, developmental studies with larger
genetically labeled structures are a promising first goal. The ability of the system to
simultaneously monitor fluorescent and optoacoustic signals may also be exploited
by imaging of dynamic fluorescent/optoacoucstic intensity changes such as of the
activation of the calcium reporter gCamp, which has recently been exploited as
a fluorescent tool to monitor brain activity of swimming zebrafish [190]. After
systematically testing the technological feasibility of detecting relevant biological
processes, cancer or tissue regeneration studies in model organisms such as zebrafish
can be valuable applications.

On the spectroscopy side, further fine-tuning of the system is possible in terms of
pulse energy correction (e.g. by implementing live pulse energy correction, possibly
with a new fiber that allows 90:10 splitting of the incoming pulses). Live pulse
energy correction promises to further improve the spectral quality and correlation
between absorbance spectra and OA extinction spectra. Furthermore, the system
holds great promise for the extension toward near-infrared applications, where
OA spectra and bleaching of wide-spread dyes such as Indocyanine green can be
characterized. The NIR range is also interesting in regard to the investigation of
far-red reversibly switchable fluorescent proteins such as the promising BphP1 and
its derivatives [26, 164]. Also in terms of optoacoustic imaging, the NIR window
from 700-900 nm is particularly interesting due to the reduced Rayleigh scattering
compared to the visible range. For the NIR extension, some technical challenges
need to be addressed, such as the weaker pulse energies of the OPO laser in the
NIR range, the coating of the optical elements and the stronger absorption of light
by the surrounding water bath.

Overall, this thesis was dedicated to the advancements of high-resolution imaging
of biological development in deep tissue by means of OA tomography and SPIM.
Developing such tools may contribute to the better understanding of biological
processes in deeper tissue layers.
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